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Names of Teacher-participants: Jill Dawson and Aubrey Garrison
EDU 6710 C15- The Enduring Legacy of the American Revolution – Equality
Title: Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
Date: 11 April 2010
Grade Level: 7th-8th grade humanities
The Humanities Model: This unit was collaboratively designed using the
humanities model- one that integrates social studies and language arts skills and
concepts. It is our belief that our instruction should be as integrated as much as
possible, in order to allow our students to spend substantial blocks of time
reinforcing their literacy and social studies skills in a meaningful context.
Seminar Impact: We attended this institute together in order to spend some time
working collaboratively on a humanities project for our 7th-8th graders, and to
increase our contextual understanding of the Civil Rights, Women’s Rights, and
Labor Movements of the 20th Century. The 20th Century is a time period that both
of us are intrigued by and about which we both are excited to learn more. Due to
forces beyond our control, the two of us will not be working on the same team (or
with the same students) as last year. This further deepened our excitement and
desire to spend another summer working collaboratively on a new TAH unit. One of
the many benefits our TAH collaboration will bring to our district is that we’ll each
be teaching our unit to different teams of student, thus reaching twice as many
young minds.
Because we’d both felt that deepening our content knowledge would help us to more
fully bring this time period to life for our students, we were thrilled at how
instrumental this five-day institute was in accomplishing that goal, particularly with
regard to the ample supply of resources that we were given throughout the week.
The fact that some of the materials we received were written with students in
mind further increases our excitement about teaching our unit, because it
increases our confidence that we will be able to provide a rich contextual and
textual base for our students’ own exploration and learning.
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One other significant way that the seminar has impacted our teaching is that it has
helped us find a way to update and enhance our school’s current American History
curriculum. At the moment, the American History curriculum for our school only
goes up to the antebellum era. The enthusiasm of our colleagues and teachers here
at TAH has inspired us to find creative ways to infuse this content into our
curriculum in March, during Women’s History Month.
Milestones: This is our second year working together at TAH. As was the case
last year, we looked forward to TAH and the resources and opportunities provided
in the program as a way of continuing to solidify and expand our commitment to
helping our students make their own historical interpretations using a variety of
primary sources to include text, audio and video clips, photographs, art, and music.
Final Proposal: The intent of our unit is to provide students with an opportunity to
analyze and interpret various types of media with the goal of tracing the ongoing
journey of women’s legal and social equality throughout the 20th Century. Starting
with the prophetic words of Abigail Adams to, “Remember the Ladies,” students
will examine the “Enduring Legacy” of the American Revolution, with respect to
women’s opportunities for liberty, freedom, and equality.
While we intend to take a brief look at women’s roles, issues, and rights around the
time of the Revolution and again during the antebellum period, our major focus will
be on the 20th Century. Students will study examples of key heroines and examine
primary source materials from each of the major eras. They will begin to build an
understanding of how media images both shaped and reflected the experiences,
issues, social norms, and legal rights of women of those times. As each era is
studied, students will begin to build an historical narrative of the roles, rights, and
legal status of women throughout the century. Through media analysis, students
will discover that the narrative of women’s history throughout the century is one
that cannot exist independently from the larger picture of national and global
events.

Enduring Understanding: Media portrayals of women throughout the 20th Century
provide a deeper understanding of shifting attitudes about women’s roles in society
and the extent to which women have achieved legal and social equality in the United
States.
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Central Questions:
1. How did woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender evolve from
colonial times through the 20th Century?
2. How do media portrayals of women help us understand attitudes about women’s
roles in society?
Challenge Questions:
1. How does woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender continue to
evolve?
2. If Elizabeth Cady Stanton were alive today, would she construct a new
“Declaration of Sentiments”? If so, what might she list as major grievances? What
specific political, social, economic, and legal grievances are outlined in the
document?
Lesson Length: Two – Three Weeks
Note: Our original proposal was for a two week unit. We knew we would feel
pressure to keep the unit contained to a reasonable time period. When we
launched the unit during the first week of April, student responses were so
enthusiastic that we chose to extend the unit by a week. Students were engaged
and interested, and we wanted to capitalize on this; we also wanted to include more
speeches, poems, and reader’s theater activities.
Key Ideas:
§ Throughout the 20th Century, the role of women in society changed as the
needs of the nation changed.
§ Stereotypical / archetypal images of women, from different eras of the
century, provide insight into both the social norms of the times and
challenges to those social norms (i.e. women’s rights activism).
§ Key heroines from each era in the 20th Century helped move the fight for
women’s legal and social equality forward.
§ Media (i.e. photographs, videos, radio clips, newspaper articles, political
cartoons) both shapes and influences the experiences, issues, social norms,
and legal rights of women in society.
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Intended Learning Outcomes:
Students will…
§

§
§
§
§

§

identify a minimum of six of the fifteen grievances listed in the Declaration
of Sentiments and explain what progress, if any, is made toward addressing
these grievances, from colonial times through the 20th Century.
provide examples of key political and social factors throughout the 20th
Century that caused woman’s roles in society to change.
compare and contrast media portrayals of women and the attitudes about
women’s roles in society that they convey.
compare and contrast key events and characteristics of various eras of the
20th Century.
analyze a variety of media portrayals of women (i.e. historical documents,
photographs, picture books, music, art, political cartoons, video clips) to
build an historical narrative of the roles, rights, and legal status of women
throughout the century.
choose a culminating activity from a menu of options.

National History Standards:
Standard 1: Chronological Thinking
Standard 2: Historical Comprehension
Vermont GE’s:
H&SS7-8:8 Students connect the past with the present by describing ways that
life in the United States and/or the world has both changed and stayed the same
over time, and explaining why these changes have occurred.
Vermont Standards:
§ 4.5 Continuity and Change: Students understand continuity and change.
§ 5.14 Responding to Media: Students interpret and evaluate a variety of
types of media, including audio, graphic images, film, television, video, and
on line resources.
§ 6.4 Historical Connections: Students identify major historical eras and
analyze periods of transition to understand the past, the present, and
the relationships between the two.
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Preparation for Teaching: (What is needed for the students to be prepared, what
materials do you need to run off, what skills will need to pre-taught?)
§
§
§
§

Students will need access to both paper and digital copies of all of the media
images we’ll be using throughout the unit.
Students will be familiar with the skills of photo-analysis.
Students will have prior experiences with analyzing primary source materials
such as legal documents and newspaper articles.
Students will have studied the concepts of freedom and equality throughout
their study of American history; in this unit, they will broaden their ideas
about these concepts as they look at them through the eyes of women
throughout the 20th Century.

Activities:
Unit Hook/ Introductory Activity (one class period): After having written their
own personal declarations of independence, students will read and discuss excerpts
of letters between John and Abigail Adams. Students will connect the main ideas
of these letters with the idea of women’s rights and slides from an interactive
PowerPoint “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th
Century” will be used to introduce the new unit.
Teaching Moments:
•

Students will paraphrase and discuss grievances from Elizabeth Cady
Stanton’s “Declaration of Sentiments”. As a class, we will discuss what these
grievances meant and why Stanton and others felt the need to craft their
own declaration, similar to the original as well as the student created
documents. Students will also listen to a recording of the “Declaration of
Sentiments (one- two class periods)
o Focus questions:
§ What rights, claimed by the Declaration of Independence to be
the unalienable rights of all men, were denied to women?
§ What 15 things did Elizabeth Cady Stanton demand in the
“Declaration of Sentiments”?
o Students will receive a paraphrased version of this document to keep
in their binders. Over the course of the unit, students will be asked
to think about which items on the list have been addressed (as we
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§

§

move through each era of the 20th Century) and which remain
overlooked.
o As an extension of this activity, students will answer two critical
thinking questions asking them whether or not any of the grievances
listed in Stanton’s document are still valid today.
Slides from an interactive PowerPoint “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s
Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” will be used to reinforce key
ideas and people.
As a follow up to this activity, students will receive a student overview sheet
(KUD) sheet which will outline the entire unit of study. The sheet will
explain the purpose of the unit as well as what students will be expected to
know, understand, and do.

Teaching Moments:
§

§
§

§

Students will read and discuss the play, “Time Traveler Scooter McGinty
in…The Fight For Women’s Rights.”
o Students will view and discuss slides from an interactive PowerPoint
“Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th
Century” to reinforce key ideas and people.
Students will read and discuss Sojourner Truth’s speech, “Ain’t I a Woman.”
In small groups, students will examine a variety of documents and
photographs from the years 1900 – 1920. (Two class periods)
o Students will view related images by rotating through stations that
have been organized ahead of time.
o As students move through each station, they will complete photograph
analysis for a minimum of one photo per station.
o As a follow up, students will watch a short documentary about Alice
Paul and complete an exit card.
o Students will view and discuss slides from an interactive PowerPoint
“Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th
Century” to reinforce key ideas, people, and concepts.
Using the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th
Century” interactive PowerPoint as a starting point, students will investigate
relevant legal action for each era, including: the 14th, 15th, and 19th
amendments; the National Recovery Act; the Equal Pay Act, Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, U.S. Supreme Court decision outlawing the practice of
private employers refusing to hire women with pre-school children; Title IX
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§

of the Education Amendments, the Violence Against Women Act, and the
ERA movement.
o Students will analyze political cartoons and pop-culture images for
each era. The class will discuss popular stereotypes/archetypes of
women, the social and political atmospheres in which these
stereotypes/archetypes existed, and compare/contrast them to their
perceptions of the experiences of women today.
o Students will study key women/heroines of each era.
§ Focus questions:
• What did this person do to help shift people’s thinking
about the roles of women in society?
• During what time period(s) did this person live and work?
• What were some of the prevailing views about women and
the role of women in society during those times?
• How did this person’s work shape and reflect these
views?
Students will select an independent research project to complete, from a
menu of options.
o Students may choose between writing a newspaper editorial, crafting
a poem for two voices, delivering a speech, creating a collage, or
attempting a challenge project.

Closure (One class period and/or one non-academic block (i.e. evening ceremony) :
• Students will present their projects to their classmates and possibly the
public in the form of a “Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
Awareness Fair”. Parents, students, staff, and community members will be
invited to it.
Annotated Resources (Bibliography): Our annotated bibliographies will be
attached in a separate document because we each completed our own.
Assessment:
§

Students will be formatively assessed throughout the unit (i.e. exit cards
at the end of class, participation in class discussions and activities,
collection and assessment of class notes and handouts).
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§

Students will choose an activity from a menu of options. This will count
as a culminating activity for the unit. (Rubric and assignment sheets to
follow).

§

Students will also be asked to answer one or more of the following
constructed response questions, in the form of an open-notes quiz:
§ How did woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender
evolve from colonial times through the 20th Century?
§ Do you think the ERA is still necessary today? Why or why not?
§ If Elizabeth Cady Stanton were alive today, would she conduct
a new “Declaration of Sentiments? If so, what might she list as
major grievances? Which of the original grievances, if any,
have been addressed in the United States over the course of
the 20th Century?

Accommodations: Throughout our unit, the following accommodations will be made,
as necessary:
• the following accommodations will be made for a student with a visual
impairment: enlarged and bolded handouts, as well as alternative media formats
(i.e. audio clips)
• use of a range of texts at various reading levels
• multiple opportunities for students to practice skills
• exploration and demonstration of key concepts via a variety of modalities (i.e.
photograph analysis, art projects, listening to music)
• differentiated assignments (by readiness, learning profile, and interest)
• books on tape, where appropriate
• use of Read Write Gold, where appropriate
• shortened/abbreviated assignments and tests for students with identified
learning needs (IEP, ESL, other)
• individual assignments/projects for students on a case by case basis
• projection of documents/images on the Smartboard and/or via the document
projector (These technology tools allow us to enlarge, highlight, and focus in on
pieces of text and images.)
• challenge activities and assignments for students who demonstrate an
exceptional level of understanding with regard to the unit’s key concepts and
skills
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
Planning Calendar
(Week 1) Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

[Mon. April 5]

[Tues. April 6]

[Wed. April 7]

[Thurs. April 8]

[Fri. April 9]

- Connect images from
ppt. to play
- Read and discuss S.
Truth – “Ain’t I a
Woman”
- Begin Station Work:
Images from 1900-1920:
station work in groups

- Finish Station Work:
Images from 1900-1920:
station work in groups
- Show Alice Paul
documentary

Bridge Day
-Excerpts from letters
btw. John and Abigail
Adams – “Remember the
ladies….”
- Connect these letters of
1776 to Dec. of
Sentiments.
- See student handout

-Unit Hook
- Declaration of
Sentiments

Author Visit in LMC
- Play – Scooter
McGinty, “The Fight for
Women’s Rights”
- Review KUD

HWK: Declaration of
Sentiments Worksheet

HWK: Exit card

(Week 2) Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Day 10

[Mon. April 12]

[Tues. April 13]

[Wed. April 14]

[Thurs. April 15]

[Fri. April 16]

- Play: “Women’s
Suffrage”

8th Grade Humanities
lesson from CHS (45
min.)

- Video: One Woman,
One Vote

- Pop quiz
- ppt. images and notes
from 1920s
- “Sufferin’ til Suffrage”
clip
- photo analysis

- Show ppt. images to
reinforce station work
HWK: Alice Paul activity

HWK: Exit Card

th

7 Grade – On Demand
Piece

(Week 3) Day 11

Day 12

Day 13

Day 14

Day 15

[Mon. April 19]

[Tues. April 20]

[Wed. April 21]

[Thurs. April 22]

[Fri. April 23]

- 1930s
- ppt. images and notes
- photo analysis
-“Rosie the Riveter” song
and video clip

- 1940s
- ppt. images and notes
- photo analysis
-beat poetry
-good housewife activity

- 1950s
- ppt. images and notes
- photo analysis
-Exit Card

- Pop Quiz
- 1960s
- 1970s
- ppt. images and notes
- photo analysis
-Exit Card

- 1980s
- 1990’s video: Equality
- Explain project options
-Preview time in library

(Week 4) Day 16

Day 17

Day 18

Day 19

Day 20

[Mon. May 3]

[Tues. May 4]

[Wed. May 5]

[Thurs. May 6]

[Tues. May 7]

Library/ Computer time to
work on projects

Library/ Computer time
to work on projects

Library/ Computer time
to work on projects

- Last Minute: Library/
Computer time to work
on projects

- Wrap-Up
- Share Projects

Projects Due!

Planning Notes:
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
Teacher Notes
Prior to Unit Launch:
• This unit came after a unit in which we studied the causes of the American
Revolution.
• Have students write their own Personal Declarations of Independence
o See enclosed lesson plan
o Student handouts and grading rubric are included as well.
Day 1:Bridge Day
• Review the reasons behind the Declaration of Independence
o Remind students that at the time the Declaration of Independence
was written, the words “all men are created equal” applied to a very
narrow segment of the population.
o Explain that even in 1776, some people recognized that other groups
of people were left out of this statement and advocated for their
rights. Abigail Adams was such a person.
• Excerpts from letters between John and Abigail Adams (“Remember the
ladies…”)
o Have students read excerpts and answer critical thinking questions
o Consider playing a recording of Abigail Adams’ letters
o See enclosed lesson plan
• Introduce “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality into the
20th Century” by explaining the first 7 slides of the PowerPoint, which
review the unit’s purpose and essential questions.
• Show slides 8-9 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality
into the 20th Century” PowerPoint, which provide some background
information about Abigail Adams.
• Time permitting, show slide 10 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s
Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint, emphasizing how the
1836 strike in Lowell, MA helped introduce women to the power of collective
political action.
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Day 2:
• Review the reasons behind the Declaration of Independence
o The Declaration of Independence was written because British citizens
wanted to declare their independence from Britain and guarantee
their rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
o Read the first sentence of the Declaration of Independence (“We
hold these truths to be self-evident…”) and ask the students to whom
these words applied. Guide students to understand that at the time
the document was written, the words “all men are created equal”
applied to a very narrow segment of the population.
o Introduce the “Declaration of Sentiments” by explaining that
Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote this document, modeled after the
Declaration of Independence, to express her grievances about the
rights that women were being denied.
• Show slides 11-12 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint, which introduce Lucretia Mott,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and the Declaration of Sentiments.
• Declaration of Sentiments Activities
o Small Group Work:
§ Each group will receive one grievance, from the Declaration of
Sentiments, to put into its own words.
§ Students will be asked to make the inference: If this is what
the authors and signers of the document were complaining
about, what do you think they wish to receive to make the
situation better?
§ Small groups will share out.
o Listen to a recording of the document (whole class) with text copies
to reference
o Discuss as a group: According to this document, what rights, claimed
by the Declaration of Independence to be the inalienable rights of all
men, were denied to women?
o See enclosed lesson plan
• Homework or In-Class Discussion: Give students paraphrased copies of the
“Declaration of Sentiments” with critical thinking questions at the bottom.
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Day 3:
• KUD Review
o Teachers will present an overview of the unit and review with students
what they are expected to know, understand, and do throughout the
unit.
o Students will keep this document in their binders to use as a
reference throughout the unit.
•

•

Comic: Scooter McGinty in: The Fight for Women’s Rights
o The class will read the play reader’s theater style
o After reading the play, the class will discuss the questions listed in
the “Scooter’s Quick Quiz” section.
Time permitting, begin showing slides 13 - 29 of the “Image Versus Reality:
Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.

Day 4:
• Continue showing slides 13 - 29 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s
Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o To reinforce images from the comic, teachers will use images and text
from a PowerPoint presentation to point out and give more information
about key events and figures that are mentioned .
o Key figures and events include:
§ Elizabeth Cady Stanton
§ Susan B. Anthony
§ Sojourner Truth
§ Jeanette Rankin
§ Rosa Parks
§ 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution
o After showing slide 14 in the Power Point (image of Sojourner Truth),
consider reading and discussing Truth’s “Ain’t I A Woman” speech with
students. (Handout included)
o When showing slide 25 in the Power Point (image of Susan B. Anthony
dressed as Uncle Sam, consider playing a recording of Susan B.
Anthony . (One can be found on track 13 of “But the Women Rose Vol.
I “, Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, 2007.)
Day 5:
• Begin Station Work: Images from 1900 – 1920
o Allow 8-10 minutes per station for this work.
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o See enclosed lesson plan
Day 6:
• Finish Station Work: Images from 1900 – 1920
o Allow 8-10 minutes per station for this work.
o See enclosed lesson plan
o Show Alice Paul documentary (see lesson plan)
o Key Ideas of the 1900 – 1920:
§ Many women feel marginalized in society because they do not
have the right to vote, and they fight for it.
• Women are called upon to serve their country in World
War I by serving as nurses and holding jobs that will help
the country run smoothly (and they DO).
o Wrap Up: Show 10-minute, student-created Alice Paul documentary
(see lesson plan)
• Homework or In-Class Follow-Up: Students will fill out an EXIT CARD.
This will be used by teachers as formative assessment.
Day 7:
• Quickly show selections from slides 30-58 of the “Image Versus Reality:
Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint to review
key ideas from the Women of 1900 – 1920 station work.
o Some of these slides contain the exact images from the station work
activity.
o Others contain background information and help students build a
broader context for the Women’s Suffrage movement.
• Reader’s Theater: Women’s Suffrage: Building Fluency through Reader’s
Theater by Dorothy Sugarman.
• Homework or In-Class Follow-Up: Students will complete a worksheet
asking them to reflect upon Alice Paul as a key figure in the Women’s
Suffrage Movement.
Day 8: Non-Unit Related
• 8th Grade:
o 45 min. lesson with Wayland Cole about CHS humanities
o Opposite: Enrichment Activity
th
• 7 Grade:
o On-demand writing prompt
• Homework or In-Class Follow-Up:
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Day 9:
• Video: One Woman One Vote (106 minutes)
o Consider only showing the portions of the DVD from the chapter
titled “The New Woman” onward.
o Students will watch this video, chronicling the women’s suffrage
movement leading up to the passage of the 19th Amendment.
• Homework or In-Class Follow-Up: Students will fill out an EXIT CARD.
This will be used by teachers as formative assessment.
Day 10:
• Pop-Quiz (see attached assessment tool)
o Students will complete a pop quiz to assess their understanding of key
people, events, and ideas relating to the Women’s Suffrage Movement.
o A fill-in-the-blank section will be counted as a quiz grade, while a
vocabulary portion will be used as formative assessment by the
teachers and, later, as a study guide by students.
• Era Study: 1920s
o Show slides 59-63 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Key Points:
§ Women receive the right to vote
§ The United States is becoming wealthy
§ Attitude of some in country: women have gotten what they want
in the right to vote and now they will stop fighting for what
they want (relates to image of flapper)
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
o Play Schoolhouse Rock: “Sufferin’ til Suffrage” clip
§ Alice Paul proposes the first ERA amendment
• Homework or In-Class Follow-Up:

Day 11:
• Students will complete an ENTRANCE CARD to be used as formative
assessment.
• Era Study: 1930s
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•

o Show slides 64 – 67 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey
for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Key Points:
§ The Great Depression is upon us
§ Women are losing their jobs
§ Heroines of the Era: Amelia Earhart , Eleanor Roosevelt
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
o See included list of YouTube links for additional videos to consider.
Homework or In-Class Follow-Up:

Day 12: Juicy Eras Ahead!!
• Era Study: 1940s
o Show slides 68-77 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o For slide 71: Rosie the Riveter:
§ Show video clips about Rosie the Riveter (see enlosed list and
powerpoint notes)
§ Ask students to analyze the lyrics to the song
§ Play the “Rosie the Riveter” Sing-a-long
§ Show the video clip about the shifting image of Rosie the
Riveter
o Show slide 72 about the AAGPBL (All American Girls Professional
Baseball League).
o Show slides 73-75: Wonder Woman
o Key Points:
§ In the 1940s, women are needed again, like they were during
WWI, because the country is, once again, heading to war
(WWII).
§ In fact, 6 million women were asked to work during the ‘40s to
help support the war effort.
§ Media images of women promote the idea that you can work
outside of the home and still retain your feminine qualities (i.e.
Rosie wearing lipstick).
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
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•

Homework or In-Class Follow-Up: Students will complete an exit slip,
asking them to recall what they remember about the 1940s.

Day 12:
• Era Study: 1950s
o Show slides 78-83 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o For slide 80: “The Good Wife’s Guide”
§ Consider having students write a three-minute story about this
slide, which depicts June Cleaver alongside a magazine image.
§ Consider giving students text copies of this document.
§ Ask them to examine the document’s authenticity and analyze it
to learn about society’s views on women’s roles in the 1950s.
o For slide 82: Lucille Ball and Marilyn Monroe:
§ Play video clip of Lucille Ball: Lucy and Ethel in chocolate
factory
§ Play video clip of Marilyn Monroe subway scene
o Key Points:
§ As WWII ends and men return home, women are encouraged to
leave the workforce and return to domesticity.
§ While in the ‘40s women workers were portrayed as smart and
capable, in the ‘50s, they are sometimes portrayed as silly and
idiotic.
§ Emphasis is placed on the role of woman as mother, wife, and
homemaker.
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
o See included list of YouTube links for additional videos to consider.
•

Homework or In-Class Follow-Up: Students will complete an exit slip,
asking them to recall what they remember about the 1950s.

Day 13:
• Pop-Quiz (see attached assessment tool)
o Students will complete a pop quiz to assess their understanding of key
people, events, and ideas relating to the eras studied so far.
• Era Study: 1960s
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•

o Show slides 84-90 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Key Points:
§ In the ‘50s, large numbers of women returned to the home; now,
in the ‘60s, they begin to feel trapped.
§ The country is moving toward another war (Vietnam) and the
economy is going bad.
§ Many people, women included, are feeling marginalized,
particularly after the death of John F. Kennedy. (The Era of
the ‘60’s actually begins in ’63, with his assassination.)
§ Citizens are concerned and fighting for their civil rights; the
idea that the “government derives its power from the consent
of the governed” is prominent in the social justice movements
of the era.
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
o See included list of YouTube links for additional videos to consider.
o Possible Activities for this Era:
§ Consider having students analyze fashion trends for this time
period as they relate to women’s roles in society.
Era Study: 1970s
o Show slides 91-96 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey for
Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Key Points:
§ The ‘60s were a time of passion and emotion for many people.
§ As the nation moved into the ‘70s, people began to focus on
ways to continue to make progress in gaining rights for people.
§ Media images of the time demonstrate a sense that people were
looking back to the past (1920s and 1940s imagery abounds) to
find inspirational figures and heroines and build upon their
work.
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.

Day 15: (Day before break)
• Era Study: 1980s
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•

•

•
•

o Show slides 97-102 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey
for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Key Points:
§ Media images of the time demonstrate the popularity of
“career women”. These women wear masculine clothes and hold
jobs that are traditionally seen as men’s jobs.
o As they move through the discussions and activities prompted in the
PowerPoint, students will analyze photos, view video clips, and discuss
the ideas and images they encounter.
Era Study: 1990s
o Show slides 102-107 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey
for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
o Students will view a 30 minute video, titled, Equality, which chronicles
the struggle for women’s rights throughout the 20th Century.
Introduce Culminating Activity for Unit (student project)
o Students will receive a handout offering them a menu of project
options to choose from.
o Teachers will review the handout with the class.
Library Time: Preview day to consider project options
Homework: Begin thinking about/working on your project.

Day 16:
• Welcome back from break activity
• Final Project Work Time in the Library: 45 minutes
o Students will conduct project research as needed.
o When ready, students will use library computers to begin typing up
the written portion of their projects.
• Homework: Work on project.
Day 17:
• Final Project Work Time in the Library
o Students will conduct project research as needed.
o When ready, students will use library computers to begin typing up
the written portion of their projects.
• Homework: Work on project.
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Day 18:
• Final Project Work Time in the Library
o Students will conduct project research as needed.
o When ready, students will use library computers to begin typing up
the written portion of their projects.
• Homework: Work on project.
Day 19:
• Final Project Work Time in the Library
o Students will conduct project research as needed.
o When ready, students will use library computers to begin typing up
the written portion of their projects.
• Homework: Work on project.
Day 20:
• Unit Wrap-Up
• Final projects are due today!
• Celebration of/sharing of final projects
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
During our last unit, you learned about the causes of the American
Revolution and wrote your own personal declaration of independence, claiming
freedom from an issue that impacts your unalienable rights to life, liberty, or the
pursuit of happiness. Now, after having spent weeks discussing the issues of
“taxation without representation” and how just “governments derive their power
from the consent of the governed,” you will be tracing the evolving concept of
equality through time by examining women’s changing roles and rights from the
Colonial era into the 20th Century. In August of this year, the nation will be
commemorating the 90th anniversary of the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment, which guaranteed women the right to vote nearly 144 years after the
colonies declared their independence from the tyranny and oppression of England.
This unit will not only allow you to examine how the expression “All men are created
equal” has evolved to encompass many more people than originally intended, allowing
growing numbers of people to achieve full equality under the law, it will also
encourage you to question the gender stereotypes that influence our behaviors,
attitudes, and social norms today.
Year-Long Question: What factors impact cultural change?
Enduring Understanding:
We expect you to understand that media portrayals of women throughout the 20th
Century provide a deeper understanding of shifting attitudes about women’s roles in
society and the extent to which women have achieved legal and social equality in the
United States.
Unit Purpose: The purpose of this unit is to analyze and interpret a variety of media
related to women’s rights. You will examine photographs, cartoons, songs, video clips,
and written texts, in order to trace women’s struggle for liberty, freedom, and equality in
the 20thCentury.
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Essential Questions:
1. How did woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender evolve from colonial
times through the 20th Century?
2. How do media portrayals of women help us understand attitudes about women’s
roles in society?
Challenge Questions:
1. How does woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender continue to evolve?
2. If Elizabeth Cady Stanton were alive today, would she construct a new Declaration of
Sentiments? If so, what might she list as major grievances? What specific political,
social, economic, and legal grievances are outlined in the document?
During this unit, you will be expected to KNOW:
1. The Declaration of Sentiments was based on the Declaration of Independence.
2. Examples of ways that the role of women in society changed throughout the 20th
Century, as the needs of the nation changed.
3. Examples of how stereotypical/archetypal images of women, from different eras
of the century, provide insight into both the social norms of the times and
challenges to those social norms (i.e. women’s rights activism).
4. The names and achievements of a minimum of six key heroines of the 20th
Century who’ve helped move the fight for legal and social equality forward.
5. Examples of ways that media (i.e. photographs, videos, radio clips, newspaper
articles, political cartoons) shapes and influences the experiences, issues, social
norms, and legal rights of women (and men) in society.
You will be expected to DO the following:
1. Identify a minimum of six of the fifteen grievances listed in the Declaration of
Sentiments and explain what progress, if any, has been made toward addressing
these grievances.
2. Provide examples of key political and social factors throughout the 20th Century that
caused woman’s roles in society to change.
3. Compare and contrast media portrayals of women and the attitudes about women’s
roles in society that they convey.
4. Compare and contrast key events and characteristics of various eras of the 20th
Century.
5. Analyze a variety of media portrayals of women (i.e. historical documents,
photographs, picture books, music, art, political cartoons, video clips) to build an
historical narrative of the roles, rights, and legal status of women throughout the
century.
6. Choose and complete a culminating activity from a menu of options.
7. Come to class prepared to engage in respectful dialogue and to express your
perspectives honestly and thoughtfully.
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Image vs. Reality:
Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
KEY VOCABULARY

Usurpation (noun) ~ injustice; the wrongful exercise of authority over
someone else
Degradation (noun) ~ humiliation, disgrace, dishonor
Instrumentality (noun) ~ resource, means, tool, or agency
Disfranchisement (noun) ~ taking away someone’s right, such as the
right to vote
Foment (verb) ~ instigate; provoke
Tyrannical (adjective) ~ cruel; despotic
Tyrant (noun) ~ an unjust ruler
Indignity (noun) ~ humiliation; shame
Impunity (noun) ~ freedom from punishment
Vassals (noun) ~ servant
Turbulent (adjective) ~ unstable; chaotic
Slight (noun) ~ to disregard, ignore or snub
Insolent (adjective) ~ rude; disrespectful
Intimation ~ hint; suggestion
Discontent (noun) ~ unhappiness; dissatisfaction
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Saucy (adjective) ~ bold; rude; impudent or smart; stylish
Repeal (verb) ~ to cancel or abolish
Impel (verb) ~ to force
Despotism (noun) ~ tyranny; under the power of a master or lord
(despot)
Suffrage (noun) ~ the right to vote
Activist (noun) ~ campaigner; advocate
Oppression (noun) ~ domination; subjugation
Ratification (noun) ~ approval; endorsement
Abolitionist (noun) ~ person who supports the elimination of a law that
is considered harmful to society, such as slavery
Stereotype (noun) ~ an image that represents an over-simplified
representation
Archetype (noun) ~ an original after which other things are patterned
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century
Eras
BEFORE SUFFRAGE
Late 1800s-Early 1900s
The “New Woman”

The “Gibson Girl”

World War I (1917)

How were women portrayed in the media?
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Eras
AFTER SUFFRAGE
1920s
The “Flapper”

The Great Depression
1929-1941
“Migrant Mother”

Amelia Earhart
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Eras
World War II
1941-1945
“Rosie the Riveter”

“Wonder Woman”

“All American Girls Professional Baseball
League”

Fifties
“Happy Housewife”

“Starlet”

“Civil Rights Activist”
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Eras

Sixties
“Space Race”

“Hippie Chicks”
“Civil Rights Activists”
“Bra Burners”

Seventies
“Feminists”

“Lady Liberty” AGAIN

“Wonder Woman” AGAIN
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Eras
Eighties
Sally Ride

Geraldine Ferraro

Oprah Winfrey

“Material Girl”

Nineties

2000
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The Declaration of Independence: Write Your Own!
1. Jill and I used the Declaration of Independence as an anchor document to
end our unit on the American Revolution and connect to our “Image Versus
Reality” unit.
2. After reading and discussing the Declaration of Independence with
students, invite them to write their own personal declarations of
independence about issues important to their lives. (See attached student
handouts.)
3. Consider having students read their declarations aloud and sign them with
quills and ink.
4. Some students may wish to stain their documents with tea or coffee
grounds and burn or tear the edges of the paper, to create an authentic
look.
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Write Your Own…Declaration of Independence
Background Information: In 1776, many Americans already saw the colonies as
independent states. Now after years of bickering with King George III and the
British Parliament, they were determined to establish their independence. One of
the ways that the colonists established their independence was through a written
declaration that proclaimed – can you guess? American independence!
Your Task: Choose an area or issue in your own life from which you would like to
declare independence. Then, write your own Personal Declaration of Independence,
in which you follow the FIVE-PART STRUCTURE outlined below. Note: This is the
same FIVE-PART STRUCTURE that the founding fathers used to write THE
Declaration of Independence.
Personal Declaration of Independence: Five-Part Structure:
Part I: Preamble – This is the first part of your personal declaration of
independence. In it, you should explain why you are writing the document. You
should tell what kind of independence you’re seeking and from whom (or what) you
would like to be free.
Part II: Philosophical Foundation – This second part of your personal declaration of
independence should answer the question: What gives you the right to declare your
independence? You should explain the basis upon which you think you deserve
freedom from whatever it is you are declaring your independence. IN OTHER
WORDS, you need to give the reasons why you think that you deserve your
independence.
Part III: List of Grievances – This section comes third and in it, you explain how
your basic rights have been violated by not having the freedom you are seeking to
gain. Think of this section as a list of complaints, where you list the unfair actions
that have prompted you to seek independence from your chosen issue.
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Part IV: Explanation of Previous Actions – Here, you list the actions you’ve already
taken to help solve your problem up to this point. What have you already done to
make your situation better? Why should we believe that declaring independence
from your chosen issue is the next logical step for you to take?
Part V: Resolution -This is the LAST part of your personal declaration of
independence. In it, you communicate what you intend to do now that you’ve
declared your independence. What actions will you take next? How will you ensure
that the independence you’ve declared really happens?
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Personal Declaration of Independence
Brainstorming Sheet
Use the following graphic organizer to help you brainstorm ideas for your Personal
Declaration of Independence.
I wish to declare independence from: __________________________________
Part I: Preamble
Why are you writing this document?

From who or what do you want independence?

What kind of independence do you want?

Why do you want independence from this issue?

Part II: Philosophical Foundation
What gives you the right to be “free” from this issue?

List at least THREE reasons you think you deserve your independence from this
issue:
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Part III: List of Grievances
How have your basic rights been violated by not having the freedom you are
seeking to gain?

What unfair actions have prompted you to seek independence from your chosen
issue? List them below:

Part IV: Explanation of Previous Actions
What actions have you already taken to help solve your problem up to this point?
List at least THREE actions here:

Why should we believe that declaring independence from your chosen issue is the
next logical step for you to take? List your reasons here:

Part V: Resolution
Now that you’ve declared your independence, what actions will you take next?

How will you ensure that the independence you’ve declared really happens? What
will your next steps be?
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Personal Declaration of Independence
Grading Rubric
You’re a true Son or
Daughter of Liberty!
5

You’re on your way
to independence!
4

It’ll be a long, hard
fight, but you’ve still
got a chance…
3

Your independence
is a lost cause!
2-0

Time on
Task in
Lab/Class

You really used your
time wisely.

You generally used your
time wisely.

You did not use your
time as wisely as you
could have.

You wasted your time in
the lab, and/or were
disruptive.

Prewriting
Sheet

You used your prewriting sheet as a tool
to brainstorm
thoughtful, useful ideas
that then made their
way into your finished
declaration. The sheet
is complete.

You attempted to use
your pre-writing sheet
as a tool to brainstorm
ideas; your sheet is
complete and some of
the ideas from this
sheet made their way
into your finished
declaration.

It is somewhat evident
that you used your prewriting sheet as a tool
to brainstorm ideas for
your writing; a few of
the items on your sheet
made it into your
finished declaration,
and/or your pre-writing
sheet seems rushed
because it is filled with
vague or minimal
answers.

Your pre-writing sheet
is missing and/or
incomplete.

Your work follows the
5-part format outlined
in the assignment
sheet. Each part works
together to form a
cohesive declaration.

Most of your work
follows the 5-part
format outlined in the
assignment sheet.
Information that
belongs in one area of
your declaration may be
in the wrong spot, but
the majority of your
writing works together
to form a cohesive
declaration.

Some of your work
follows the 5-part
format, but many
details are located in
incorrect places.

Format

AND/OR
Your work does not
come together to form
a cohesive declaration;
the pieces do not come
together to make a
whole.

AND/OR
None of the ideas from
this sheet found their
way into your finished
writing. You have not
used your pre-writing
sheet as a tool to
brainstorm ideas for
your writing.
Your work does not
follow the 5-part
format.
AND/OR
Details are so mixed up
that it’s hard to tell
that your writing is, in
fact, a personal
declaration of
independence.
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Completion

Your declaration is
complete; all five parts
are thoroughly
addressed and you have
clearly explained your
positions.
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Your declaration is
mostly complete; all
five parts are present,
but one of them may
need more details.
AND/OR

Adherence
to Topic

You have clearly
articulated something
from which you’d like
independence and the
rest of your writing is
dedicated to explaining
how and why you
deserve that
independence.

Persuasive Your writing is filled
Techniques with words or phrases

designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
know how to build a
compelling case. Your
personal declaration is
persuasive enough draw
a crowd of supporters.

GUMS

Your writing follows the
conventions of the
English language.

Comments:

Most of your positions
are well-explained, but
one or two items may be
confusing.
You have articulated
something from which
you’d like independence
and most of your
writing is dedicated to
explaining how and why
you deserve that
independence. One or
two items in your
writing may stray off
topic.
Your writing contains
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
have tried to build a
compelling case. Your
personal declaration is
persuasive enough to
convince a few people
to join your cause.
Your writing exhibits
minor errors with
regards to conventions
of the English language.

Your declaration is only
partially complete; you
are missing one of the
five parts, and one or
more of the parts you
do have may need more
details.
AND/OR
Many of your positions
are confusing and need
more explanation.
You have tried to
explain something from
which you’d like
independence, but the
issue you want to be
free from is still a bit
unclear. Some sections
of your declaration
mention facts and
details that are off
topic or do not help you
to prove your point.
Your writing contains
some words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
However, you haven’t
built a compelling case.
You may believe in your
cause, but your work
needs more dramatic
flair to gain other
supporters.
Your writing exhibits
major errors with
regards to conventions
of the English language.

Your declaration is
missing two or more of
the five parts.
AND/OR
It is not clear what you
are seeking
independence from or
why you deserve
independence.
The issue from which
you want independence
is not clear. You have
not given reasons or
explanations to support
your issue. There is no
“central idea” to your
writing.

Your writing doesn’t
contain any words or
phrases designed to
bring others to your
side. In fact, it’s not
even clear that you
believe in your cause.
You need to add some
dramatic flair to your
work.

Errors with the
conventions of the
English language are so
significant as to make
reading difficult.

Total Points: _________/ 35 =
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Personal Declaration of Independence
PEER-EDITING Sheet

Use the following sentence starters to help you give feedback on EVIDENCE OF
DETAIL in your partner’s DOI. You are to highlight with a highlighter the
evidence of detail on your peer’s rough draft and ALSO write the examples on this
sheet. WHY? To ensure that your partner has all the necessary parts of a quality
DOI. It’s very important that you make note of any parts that are missing. Your
constructive feedback could make or break your partner’s efforts to declare
independence from his /her issue.
DOI Author: _____________________
Name of Peer Editor: ____________________
It is apparent in the first few sentences of this DOI that _____________
(author’s name) wishes to declare independence from:
__________________________________.
Part I: Preamble
_______________’s reason for writing this DOI is because …

_______________ wants independence from …

________________ wants independence from this issue because …
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Part II: Philosophical Foundation
The following quote from _______________’s DOI explains why he/she wants to
be “free” from this issue.
“_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.”
Here is a list of the reasons why ______________ feels he/she deserves
independence from this issue:
1.
2.
3.
*4.
*5.
Part III: List of Grievances
Here is a quote that proves that ______________’s basic rights have been
violated by not having the freedom he/she is seeking to gain.
“_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________.”
The unfair actions that have prompted ______________ to seek independence
from his/her chosen issue are listed here:
1.
2.
3.
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Part IV: Explanation of Previous Actions
Here is a list of the actions that _____________ has already taken to help solve
his/her problem up to this point:
1.
2.
3.
*4.
*5.
Here is a list of the reasons why ______________ believes that declaring
independence from his/her chosen issue is the next logical step to take.
1.
2.
3.
*4.
*5.

Part V: Resolution
Now that _______________ has declared independence, he/she will next take
the following actions:
1.
2.
3.
______________ will ensure that the independence declared really happens by …
The next steps that _______________ plans to take are …
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Analyzing Primary Sources:
Letters Between John and Abigail Adams
1. Remind students that at the time the Declaration of Independence was
written, the words “all men are created equal” applied to a very narrow
portion of the population.
2. Explain that even then, in 1776, some people recognized that other groups of
people were left out of this statement and advocated for their rights.
Abigail Adams was such a person.

3. To provide background information and help students develop a context,
show slides eight and nine of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s Journey
for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.

4. Give students a copy of excerpts from Abigail Adams’ famous “Remember
the ladies” letter, along with excerpts of her husband’s reply. (See the
attached student handout.) Ask them to read the text and answer the
questions that accompany it.
5. Consider playing a recording from Abigail Adams as well. (One can be found
on track 2 of “but the women rose vol. I “, Smithsonian Folkways Recordings,
2007.)
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April, 1776, Abigail Adams to her husband, John
“…I desire you would remember the ladies and be more generous and favorable to
them than your ancestors. Do not put such unlimited power into the hands of the
husbands. Remember, all men would be tyrants if they could. If particular care
and attention is not paid to the ladies, we are determined to foment a rebellion,
and will not hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have no voice or
representation. That your sex are naturally tyrannical is a truth so thoroughly
established as to admit of no dispute; but such of you as wish to be happy willingly
give up the harsh title of master for the more tender and endearing one of friend.
Why, then, not put it out of the power of the vicious and the lawless to use us with
cruelty and indignity with impunity? Men of sense in all ages abhor those customs
which treat us only as the vassals of your sex; regard us then as being placed by
Providence under your protection, and in imitation of the Supreme Being make use
of that power only for our happiness.”
Please answer the following questions on a sheet of notebook paper.
1. What is Abigail asking of her husband?
2. What does she suggest will happen if her request is not met?
April, 1776, John Adams to his wife
“As to your extraordinary code of laws, I cannot but laugh. We have been told
that our struggle has loosened the bonds of government everywhere; that children
and apprentices were disobedient; that schools and colleges were grown turbulent;
that Indians slighted their guardians, and negroes grew insolent to their masters.
But your letter was the first intimation that another tribe, more numerous and
powerful than all the rest, were grown discontent. This is rather too coarse a
compliment, but you are so saucy, I won’t blot it out. Depend on it, we know better
than to repeal our masculine systems... We have only the name of masters, and
rather than give up this, which would completely subject us to the despotism of
the petticoat, I hope General Washington and all our brave heroes would fight…”
Please answer the following question on a sheet of notebook paper.
1. How does John Adams respond to his wife’s request?
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Analyzing Primary Sources: Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s Declaration of
Sentiments and the Declaration of Independence
1. Remind students that the Declaration of Independence was written because
British citizens wanted to declare their independence from Britain and
guarantee their rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
2. Read the first sentence of the Declaration of Independence (“We hold
these truths to be self-evident…) and ask the students to whom these words
applied. Guide students to understand that at the time the document was
written, the words “all men are created equal” applied to a very narrow
segment of the population.
3. Introduce the “Declaration of Sentiments” by explaining that Elizabeth Cady
Stanton wrote this document, modeled after the Declaration of
Independence, to express her grievances about the rights that women were
being denied.
4. To provide more background information and help students develop a
context, show slides 11 and 12 of the “Image Versus Reality: Woman’s
Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint.
5. Find a digital copy of the “Declaration of Sentiments” or copy the document
out of The Antebellum Women’s Movement 1820 – 1860: A Unit of Study for
Grades 8-11 (Leighhow 1998). Number, divide and label the grievances as
follows:
a. Grievances 1-4: “Women’s Rights as Citizens”
b. Grievances 5-7: “Women and Marriage”
c. Grievances 8-9: “Women and Marriage continued”
d. Grievances 10-12: “Women and Work, School, Religion”
e. Grievances 13-15: “Moral Oppression (13), Spiritual Oppression (14),
and Psychological Oppression (15)”
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6. Have students work in small groups to paraphrase one set of the grievances
described above. A nice way to do this is to hang sheets of poster paper
around the room, with the headings described above written on them. Then,
give small groups of students sticky notes and have them use one sticky note
per grievance to paraphrase the grievances they’ve been given.
7. After all groups have paraphrased their grievances, review the sticky note
charts with the class.
8. Have students listen to a recording of the “Declaration of Sentiments” (One
can be found on track 8 of “But the Women Rose Vol. I “, Smithsonian
Folkways Recordings, 2007.) with text copies to reference.
9. As a follow-up (or for homework), give students paraphrased copies of the
“Declaration of Sentiments” with critical thinking questions at the bottom.
Three versions have been included with this lesson plan: one that contains
original and paraphrased language, an accommodated version with only the
paraphrased text (A), and a heavily accommodated version (AH), containing
additional thinking prompts.
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The Declaration of Sentiments
Seneca Falls, New York, 1848
Note: This document has been abridged (shortened) from the original. It has also been paraphrased (reworded) and numbered in parts, to help you understand some key ideas. The paraphrased sections are
in parenthesis.

The Declaration of Sentiments was drafted by Elizabeth Cady Stanton for the women's rights
convention at Seneca Falls, New York in 1848. Based on the American Declaration of
Independence, this declaration demanded equality with men before the law, in education and
employment; it also demanded that women be given the right to vote.

Sentiments
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed. Whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of those who suffer from it to refuse allegiance to it, and
to insist upon the institution of a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness.
The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man
toward woman, having in direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her. To
prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world.
1. He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise.
(He has never allowed her to exercise her right to vote.)
2. He has compelled her to submit to law in the formation of which she had no voice.
(He has made her follow laws that she didn’t help to create.)
3. He has withheld from her rights which are given to the most ignorant and degraded men, both
natives and foreigners.
(He has kept rights from women that are given to uneducated, low-class, and foreign
men.)
4. Having deprived her of this first right as a citizen, the elective franchise, thereby leaving her
without representation in the halls of legislation, he has oppressed her on all sides.
(Having prevented her from her most important right as a citizen, the right to vote; he’s
left her without representation in state and national government.)
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5. He has made her, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly dead.
(Once married, she loses her voice and choice under the law.)
6. He has taken from her all right in property, even to the wages she earns.
(Once married, her husband takes ownership of her property and income.)
7. He has made her morally, an irresponsible being, as she can commit many crimes with
impunity, provided they be done in the presence of her husband. In the covenant of marriage,
she is compelled to promise obedience to her husband, he becoming, to all intents and
purposes, her master-the law giving him power to deprive her of her liberty and to administer
chastisement.
(She doesn’t have to take responsibility for her actions, because once she is married,
she virtually becomes the property of her husband. If she commits a crime in his
presence, she cannot be held responsible for her actions. He is allowed to take away her
freedom and to punish her.)
8. He has so framed the laws of divorce, as to what shall be the proper causes and, in case of
separation, to whom the guardianship of the children shall be given, as to be wholly regardless
of the happiness of the women-the law, in all cases, going upon a false supposition of the
supremacy of man and giving all power into his hands.
(He decides the causes for divorce, and in the event of separation he is given
guardianship of the children, regardless of whether this makes the woman happy, due to
a false belief that man is supreme and all powerful.)
9. After depriving her of all rights as a married woman, if single and the owner of property, he
has taxed her to support a government which recognizes her only when her property can be
made profitable to it.
(If she remains single and owns property, she still has to pay taxes to support a
government that only recognizes her when there is money to be made from taxing her
property.)
10. He has monopolized nearly all the profitable employments, and from those she is permitted
to follow, she receives but a scanty remuneration. He closes against her all the avenues to
wealth and distinction which he considers most honorable to himself. As a teacher of theology,
medicine, or law, she is not known.
(Men fill most of the good paying jobs. When women take the remaining jobs, they don’t
get paid as much as men. The best-paying, most prestigious jobs go to men. Women
aren’t known as teachers of religious education, medicine, or law.)
11. He has denied her the facilities for obtaining a thorough education, all colleges being closed
against her.
(Men don’t allow women to go to college to get an education; no colleges allow women.)
12. He allows her in church, as well as state, but a subordinate position, claiming apostolic
authority for her exclusion from the ministry, and, with some exceptions, from any public
participation in the affairs of the church.
(Men allow women in church, but in a lower position. He claims to have the power to
exclude her from roles in the church and from most public participation in the affairs of
the church.)
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13. He has created a false public sentiment by giving to the world a different code of morals for
men and women, by which moral delinquencies which exclude women from society are not only
tolerated but deemed of little account in man.
(Men have created the false belief that women must live by a different moral code than
men. Behaviors that cause women to be looked down upon by society are not only
allowed, but considered unimportant when carried out by men.)
14. He has usurped the prerogative of Jehovah himself, claiming it as his right to assign for her
a sphere of action, when that belongs to her conscience and to her God.
(Men have tried to overstep God’s will, telling women where they can work, even though
that decision should ultimately belong to a woman’s own conscience and to her God.)
15. He has endeavored, in every way that he could, to destroy her confidence in her own
powers, to lessen her self-respect, and to make her willing to lead a dependent and abject life.
(Men have tried to make her feel unconfident in her abilities, to reduce her self-respect,
and to make her feel content to live a life in which she must depend upon men.)
Now, in view of this entire disfranchisement of one-half the people of this country, their social
and religious degradation, in view of the unjust laws above mentioned, and because women do
feel themselves aggrieved, oppressed, and fraudulently deprived of their most sacred rights, we
insist that they have immediate admission to all the rights and privileges which belong to them
as citizens of the United States.
In entering upon the great work before us, we anticipate no small amount of misconception,
misrepresentation, and ridicule; but we shall use every instrumentality within our power to
effect our object. We shall employ agents, circulate tracts, petition the state and national
legislatures, and endeavor to enlist the pulpit and the press in our behalf. We hope this
Convention will be followed by a series of conventions embracing every part of the country.
Key Terms:
usurpations: wrongful exercise of authority over someone else

degradation: humiliation, disgrace, dishonor
instrumentality: resource, means, agency (i.e. “we shall use every means within our
power…”)
disfranchisement: taking away someone’s rights; in this case, the right to vote
Critical Thinking Questions:
1. Which of the grievances listed above are still valid complaints for women in
2010?

2. What grievances might you add to this list, if you were Elizabeth Cady Stanton
today?
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The Declaration of Sentiments
Seneca Falls, New York, 1848
Note: This document has been abridged (shortened) from the original. It has also been
paraphrased (re-worded) and numbered in parts, to help you understand some key ideas. The
paraphrased sections are in parenthesis.

The Declaration of Sentiments was drafted by Elizabeth Cady Stanton for the women's
rights convention at Seneca Falls, New York in 1848. Based on the American
Declaration of Independence, this declaration demanded equality with men before the
law, in education and employment; it also demanded that women be given the right to
vote.
Sentiments
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed.
The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man
toward woman, for the purpose of trying to control and rule over her. To prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world.
1. He has never allowed her to exercise her right to vote.
2. He has made her follow laws that she didn’t help to create.
3. He has kept rights from women that are given to uneducated, low-class, and foreign men.
4. Having prevented her from her most important right as a citizen, the right to vote; he’s left her without
representation in state and national government.
5. Once married, she loses her voice and choice.
6. Once married, her husband then takes ownership of her property and income.
7. She doesn’t have to take responsibility for her actions, because once she is married, she virtually
becomes the property of her husband. If she commits a crime in his presence, she cannot be held
responsible for her actions. He is allowed to take away her freedom and to punish her.
8. He decides the causes for divorce, and in the event of separation he is given guardianship of the
children, regardless of whether this makes the woman happy, due to a false belief that man is supreme
and all powerful.
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9. If she remains single and owns property, she still has to pay taxes to support a government that only
recognizes her when there is money to be made from taxing her property.
10. Men fill most of the good paying jobs. When women take the remaining jobs, they don’t get paid as
much as men. The best-paying, most prestigious jobs go to men. Women aren’t known as teachers of
religious education, medicine, or law.
11. Men don’t allow women to go to college to get an education; no colleges allow women.
12. Men allow women in church, but in a lower position. He claims to have the power to exclude her
from roles in the church and from most public participation in the affairs of the church.
13. Men have created the false belief that women must live by a different moral code than men.
Behaviors that cause women to be looked down upon by society are not only allowed, but considered
unimportant when carried out by men.
14. Men have tried to overstep God’s will, telling women where they can work, even though that decision
should ultimately belong to a woman’s own conscience and to her God.
15. Men have tried to make her feel unconfident in her abilities, to reduce her self-respect, and to make
her feel content to live a life in which she must depend upon men.
Now, because one-half of the people of this country (women), do not have the right to vote and they are
experiencing social and religious degradation, and in view of the unjust laws mentioned about, and
because women do feel themselves aggrieved, oppressed, and fraudulently deprived of their most sacred
rights, we insist that they have immediate admission to all the rights and privileges which belong to them
as citizens of the United States.
In beginning this journey to gain for women the rights they deserve, we expect that we will be
misrepresented, teased, and misunderstood; but, we will use every instrumentality within our power to
meet our goal. We will employ agents, sent out pamphlets, petition the state and national legislatures,
and try to get church officials and the press on our side. We hope this Convention will be followed by a
series of conventions embracing every part of the country.
Key Terms:
usurpations: wrongful exercise of authority over someone else
degradation: humiliation, disgrace, dishonor
instrumentality: resource, means, agency (i.e. “we shall use every means within our power…”)

Critical Thinking Questions:
1. Which of the grievances listed above are still valid complaints for women in
2010?

2. What grievances might you add to this list, if you were Elizabeth Cady Stanton
today?
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The Declaration of Sentiments
Seneca Falls, New York, 1848
Note: This document has been shortened from the original. It has also been re-worded and
numbered in parts, to help you understand some key ideas.
The Declaration of Sentiments was written by Elizabeth Cady Stanton for the women's rights
convention at Seneca Falls, New York in 1848. Based on the American Declaration of
Independence, this declaration demanded equality with men before the law, in education and
employment; it also demanded that women be given the right to vote.

Sentiments
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed.
The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man
toward woman, for the purpose of trying to control and rule over her. To prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world.
1. He has never allowed her to exercise her right to vote.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

2. He makes her follow laws that she didn’t help to create.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

3. He keeps rights from women that are given to uneducated, low-class, and foreign men.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

4. Having prevented her the from the right to vote, he leaves her without a voice in state
and national government.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

5. Once married, a woman loses her voice and choice.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____
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6. Once married, her husband takes ownership of her property and income.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

7. She doesn’t have to take responsibility for her actions, because once she is married,
she virtually becomes the property of her husband. If she commits a crime in his
presence, she cannot be held responsible for her actions. He is allowed to take away her
freedom and to punish her.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

8. He decides the reasons why a divorce might be needed. In the case of a divorce, he’s
given custody of the children, even if this does not make the woman happy.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

9. If she remains single and owns property, she still has to pay taxes to support a
government that only recognizes her when there is money to be made from taxing her
property.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

10. Men fill most of the good paying jobs. When women take the remaining jobs, they
don’t get paid as much as men. The best-paying jobs go to men. Women aren’t known
as teachers of religious education, medicine, or law.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

11. Men don’t allow women to go to college to get an education; no colleges allow
women.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

12. Men allow women in church, but in a lower position. He claims to have the power to
exclude her from roles in the church and from most public participation in the way the
church runs.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

13. Men have created the false belief that women must live by a different set of rules than
men. Behaviors that cause women to be looked down upon by society are not only
allowed, but considered unimportant when carried out by men.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____
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14. Men have tried to overstep God’s will, telling women where they can work, even
though that decision should ultimately belong to a woman’s own conscience and to her
God.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

15. Men have tried to make her feel unconfident in her abilities, to reduce her selfrespect, and to make her feel content to live a life in which she must depend upon men.
I Agree_____

I Disagree_____

I’m Not Sure_____

Now, because one-half of the people of this country (women), do not have the right to vote and
they are experiencing social and religious degradation, and in view of the unjust laws mentioned
above, and because women do feel themselves aggrieved, oppressed, and fraudulently
deprived of their most sacred rights, we insist that they have immediate admission to all the
rights and privileges which belong to them as citizens of the United States.
In beginning this journey to gain for women the rights they deserve, we expect that we will be
misrepresented, teased, and misunderstood; but, we will use every instrumentality within our
power to meet our goal. We will employ agents, send out pamphlets, petition the state and
national legislatures, and try to get church officials and the press on our side. We hope this
Convention will be followed by a series of conventions embracing every part of the country.
Key Terms:
usurpations: wrongful exercise of authority over someone else

degradation: humiliation, disgrace, dishonor
instrumentality: resource, means, tool, or agency (i.e. “we shall use every means
within our power…”)
Critical Thinking Questions:
1. Which of the grievances listed above are still valid complaints for women in
2010? (Which ones did you agree with? Write the numbers here.)

2. What grievances might you add to this list, if you were Elizabeth Cady Stanton
today?
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Introducing the Women’s Suffrage Movement
1. As a way of reinforcing the central points of the unit, pass out and review
the unit KUD sheet with students. Students should keep this document in
their binders to use as a reference throughout the unit.
2. To provide background information and help students develop a general idea
of some key people and events to be studied, have the students read the
Scooter McGinty comic, titled, “Time Traveler Scooter McGinty in…The
Fight For Women’s Rights.” (Source: D’Agnese, Joseph and Jack Silbert. American
History Comic Books: Twelve Reproducible Comic Books with Activities Guaranteed to Get
Kids Excited About Key Events and People in American History. New York: Scholastic, 1991:
49-52.)

3. After reading the play, lead the class through a discussion about the first
three questions listed in the “Scooter’s Quick Quiz” section.
4. Time permitting, begin showing slides 13 - 29 of the “Image Versus Reality:
Woman’s Journey for Equality into the 20th Century” PowerPoint. These
slides reinforce images from the comic and give more information about key
events and figures that are mentioned.
a. Key figures include: Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony,
Sojourner Truth, Jeanette Rankin, and Rosa Parks
b. Key events include: the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution
5. After showing slide 14 in the Power Point (image of Sojourner Truth),
consider reading and discussing Truth’s “Ain’t I A Woman” speech with
students. (A student handout has been included with this lesson plan.)
6. When showing slide 25 in the Power Point (image of Susan B. Anthony
dressed as Uncle Sam, consider playing a recording of Susan B. Anthony .
(One can be found on track 13 of “But the Women Rose Vol. I “, Smithsonian
Folkways Recordings, 2007.)
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AIN'T I A WOMAN?
by Sojourner Truth
Delivered 1851 at the Women's Convention in Akron, Ohio
Well, children, where there is so much racket there must be something out of kilter. I
think that 'twixt the negroes of the South and the women at the North, all talking about rights, the
white men will be in a fix pretty soon. But what's all this here talking about?
That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over
ditches, and to have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over
mud-puddles, or gives me any best place! And ain't I a woman? Look at me! Look at my arm! I
have ploughed and planted, and gathered into barns, and no man could head me! And ain't I a
woman? I could work as much and eat as much as a man - when I could get it - and bear the lash
as well! And ain't I a woman? I have borne thirteen children, and seen most all sold off to
slavery, and when I cried out with my mother's grief, none but Jesus heard me! And ain't I a
woman?

Then they talk about this thing in the head; what's this they call it? [member of audience
whispers, "intellect"] That's it, honey. What's that got to do with women's rights or negroes'
rights? If my cup won't hold but a pint, and yours holds a quart, wouldn't you be mean not to let
me have my little half measure full?
Then that little man in black there, he says women can't have as much rights as men,
'cause Christ wasn't a woman! Where did your Christ come from? Where did your Christ come
from? From God and a woman! Man had nothing to do with Him.
If the first woman God ever made was strong enough to turn the world upside down all
alone, these women together ought to be able to turn it back , and get it right side up again! And
now they is asking to do it, the men better let them.
Obliged to you for hearing me, and now old Sojourner ain't got nothing more to say.
extemporaneous
–adjective

1. done, spoken, performed, etc., without special advance preparation; impromptu: an
extemporaneous speech.

Question:
1. What is the poignant message of Sojourner’s speech? Quote evidence and then write your
analysis (interpretation) of the quote.
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a. Quote:
b. Analysis

Analyzing Primary Sources: Women of 1900-1920
1. Create six file folders containing images and documents related to the
following suggested themes:
a. 1913 Suffrage Parade (We used images from the Library of Congress’
Primary Source Set: Women’s Suffrage.)
b. Women and World War I (We included recruiting posters, song lyrics,
and images of women in the role of nurses.)
c. Sacrifice (We included images of imprisoned women and a newspaper
article detailing Alice Paul’s force-feeding.)
d. Anti-Suffrage (We included a variety of anti-suffrage images and
texts.)
e. Progress (We included a copy of the 28 October 1920, Life magazine
cover and the Library of Congress image titled “The Sky is Her
Limit.”)
f. Miscellaneous (We included a hodge-podge of images from this
timeframe.)
2. Break students up into groups and give them each a packet of six photograph
analysis sheets. Have them visit each folder in stations. Allow them to work
in small groups to determine what their images might have in common and to
select one image from their folder to analyze. Have them fill out one
photograph analysis sheet per folder. (See attached sheet for prompting
questions to help students make inferences.)
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3. After approximately 8-10 minutes per station, have the groups move
clockwise to the next folder and repeat the activity, filling out a new sheet.
4. As a follow-up (or for homework), give students an Exit Card to determine
what they were able to infer about women’s roles in the years between 19001920, based upon looking at the contents of each folder. (For your
convenience, this document has been attached to the lesson plan.)
5. Consider showing the 10-minute documentary, Alice Paul and the Women’s
Rights Movement: A Fight Worth Fighting to help students see a connection
between the folders. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6UTpEXvneE.
6. As a follow up to the documentary, have students complete the “Who Was
Alice Paul?” worksheet. (For your convenience, this document has been
attached to the lesson plan.)
7. To extend learning and review, on another day, have your students engage in
the Dorothy Sugarman reader’s theater, Women’s Suffrage: Building
Fluency through Reader’s Theater.
8. Wrap up the first two eras of the 20th Century by showing the film One
Woman: One Vote.
9. As a follow-up (or for homework), give students an Exit Card to determine
what they were able to infer about women’s roles in the years between 19001920, based upon viewing the film One Woman: One Vote. (For your
convenience, two versions of an Exit Card – one that will meet the needs of
most students, as well as an accommodated one (A) - have been attached to
this lesson plan.)
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Analyzing Primary Sources: Women of 1900-1920
Questions to Help You Make Inferences:
1. What do you think is going on in this picture? (How can you tell?)

2. Who do you think the target audience for this image is? (How can you
tell?)

3. What do you think is the message being sent here? (How can you tell?)
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Station Work Exit Card
1900 – 1920
Directions: Now that you have visited each station and conducted some photoanalysis, please use what you have learned (refer to your photo-analysis packet) to
answer the questions below in complete sentences.
1. What were some rights that women were fighting for from 1900- 1920?

2. What were some roles of women from 1900 – 1920? In what ways were
women challenging these roles?

3. What gender stereotypes did you notice in these photos? Please give
specific examples.

4. How do the images you looked at and analyzed help you understand attitudes
about men’s and women’s roles in society between 1900 – 1920? Please give
specific examples.
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Who Was Alice Paul?
“I always feel…the movement is sort of a mosaic. Each of us puts in one little stone, and then you get a great
mosaic at the end.”
-

Alice Stokes Paul, suffragist and author of the Equal Rights Amendment (1885 – 1977)

Directions: Using what you know about Alice Paul, reflect upon her quote above.
1. Fill in the blanks in the statement below to make it a complete thought.
2. Then, respond the question underneath it, either in prose form (complete
sentences) or poetic form.
Fill in the blanks:
The mosaic is a metaphor for _________________ in this quote. The little stone
is a metaphor for __________________ in this quote.
Respond to this question: What message is Alice Paul sending about the Women’s
Rights Movement in this quote?
Prose Response
(2+ Sentences)

Choose ONE
OR

Special thanks to Jessica Barnum for her contribution of this assignment.

Poetic Response
(5+ Lines)
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One Woman, One Vote
Exit Card
Directions: Please use what you have learned by viewing the film, One Woman, One
Vote to respond to the questions and prompts below. Please remember to write in
complete sentences.
1. What strategies did women use to win the right to vote?

2. Why did Alice Paul and her colleagues decide to start their own
organization?

3. What were some of the unjust situations that women had to endure in order
to get their point across, with respect to their right to vote?
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4. What role did Woodrow Wilson play in the ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment?

5. What were some of the arguments made against the suffrage movement?

6. How does the film One Woman, One Vote help you understand attitudes
about women’s roles in society during the time leading up to the passage of
the Nineteenth Amendment? Please give specific examples.

7. Why do you think this film is called One Woman, One Vote?
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One Woman, One Vote
Exit Card
Directions: Please use what you have learned by viewing the film, One Woman, One
Vote to respond to the questions and prompts below. Please remember to write in
complete sentences.
1. Identify AT LEAST ONE strategy that Carrie Catt and her supporters used
to win the right to vote.

2. Identify AT LEAST ONE strategy that Alice Paul and her supporters used
to win the right to vote.

3. What were some of the unjust situations that women had to endure in order
to get their point across, with respect to their right to vote?
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4. What were some of the arguments made against the suffrage movement?

5. Why do you think this film is called One Woman, One Vote?
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century: STUDY
GUIDE
1. The first women’s rights convention was held in Seneca Falls, New York in 1848.
2. One grievance expressed in the Declaration of Sentiments, written by Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
was that women’s property and earnings became the property of her husband upon marriage.
3. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished slavery in 1865.
5. Susan B. Anthony was arrested for illegally voting after the passage of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
5. The Nineteenth Amendment granted women the right to vote in 1920.
6. Alice Paul believed that the best way for women to gain the right to vote was by advocating for
a constitutional amendment.
7. Carrie Chapman Catt thought that parades and hunger strikes were inappropriate strategies
for women to take.
8. President Woodrow Wilson was upset in 1913, after women staged a parade down Pennsylvania
Avenue, in Washington, D.C..
9. A popular gender stereotype of women in the early 1900s was that women belonged in the home,
taking care of the children.
10. A popular gender stereotype of men in the early 1900s was that all men hated to clean the
house.
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Vocabulary Practice (and Study Guide)
Directions: Please match the following terms with their correct definitions. (2 points each)
Vocabulary Word

Definition
A. bold; rude; impudent or smart; stylish

1. ______ stereotype (noun)
2. ______ disfranchisement (noun)
3. ______ saucy (adjective)
4. ______ suffrage (noun)
5. ______ abolitionist (noun)

B. an image that represents an over-simplified
representation
C. the taking away someone’s right, such as
the right to vote
D. a person who supports the elimination of
slavery
E. the right to vote

Vocabulary Word
1. ______ instrumentality (noun)

Definition
A. unstable; chaotic

2. ______ ratification (noun)

B. resource, means, tool, or agency

3. ______ oppression (noun)

C. campaigner; advocate

4. ______ turbulent (adjective)

D. domination; subjugation

5. ______ activist (noun)

E. approval; endorsement
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Pop Quiz
Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. Each term is used only once. (2 points each)
Thirteenth Amendment
Nineteenth Amendment
Carrie Chapman Catt
home

Susan B. Anthony
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Alice Paul
clean

Seneca Falls
Washington, D.C.

1. The first women’s rights convention was held in ____________________ in 1848.
2. One grievance expressed in the Declaration of Sentiments, written by
____________________, was that women’s property and earnings became the property of her
husband upon marriage.
3. The ____________________ granted women the right to vote in 1920.
4. _______________________ was arrested for illegally voting after the passage of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
5. The ____________________ abolished slavery.
6. ____________________ believed that the best way for women to gain the right to vote was by
advocating for a constitutional amendment.
7. ____________________ thought that parades and hunger strikes were inappropriate
strategies for women to take.
8. President Woodrow Wilson was upset in 1913, after women staged a parade down Pennsylvania
Avenue, in ___________________ .
9. A popular gender stereotype of women in the early 1900s was that women belonged in the
__________, taking care of the children.
10. A popular gender stereotype of men in the early 1900s was that all men hated to __________
the house.
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Vocabulary Practice (and Study Guide)
Directions: Please match the following terms with their correct definitions. (2 points each)
Vocabulary Word

Definition
F. bold; rude; impudent or smart; stylish

1. ______ stereotype (noun)
2. ______ disfranchisement (noun)
3. ______ saucy (adjective)
4. ______ suffrage (noun)
5. ______ abolitionist (noun)

G. an image that represents an over-simplified
representation
H. the taking away of someone’s right, such as
the right to vote
I. a person who supports the elimination of
slavery
J. the right to vote

Vocabulary Word
1. ______ instrumentality (noun)

Definition
F. unstable; chaotic

2. ______ ratification (noun)

G. resource, means, tool, or agency

3. ______ oppression (noun)

H. campaigner; advocate

4. ______ turbulent (adjective)

I. domination; subjugation

5. ______ activist (noun)

J. approval; endorsement
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Pop Quiz
Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. You will not use every term. (2 points each)
Thirteenth Amendment
Fourteenth Amendment
Fifteenth Amendment
Nineteenth Amendment

Susan B. Anthony
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Alice Paul
Carrie Chapman Catt

Seneca Falls
Washington, D.C.
Rochester
London

1. The first women’s rights convention was held in ____________________ in 1848.
2. One grievance expressed in the Declaration of Sentiments, written by
____________________, was that women’s property and earnings became the property of her
husband upon marriage.
3. The ____________________ granted women the right to vote in 1920.
4. _______________________ was arrested for illegally voting after the passage of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
5. The ____________________ abolished slavery.
6. The ____________________ granted all citizens equal protection under the law, but made
reference to citizens being male.
7. ____________________ believed that the best way for women to gain the right to vote was by
advocating for a constitutional amendment.
8. ____________________ thought that parades and hunger strikes were inappropriate
strategies for women to take.
9. The ____________________ gave black men the right to vote.
10. President Woodrow Wilson was upset in 1913, after women staged a parade down Pennsylvania
Avenue, in ___________________ .
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Vocabulary Practice (and Study Guide)
Directions: Please match the following terms with their correct definitions. (2 points each)
Vocabulary Word
Definition
6. ______ stereotype (noun)
A. instigate; provoke
7. ______ despotism (noun)

B. an unjust ruler

8. ______ instrumentality (noun)

C. tyranny under the power of a master or lord
(despot)

9. ______ disfranchisement (noun)
10. ______ foment (verb)

D. an image that represents an over-simplified
representation

11. ______ tyrannical (adjective)
12. ______ indignity (noun)
13. ______ tyrant (noun)
14. ______ saucy (adjective)
15. ______ discontent (noun)
16. ______ impunity (noun)
17. ______ suffrage (noun)
18. ______ intimation (noun)
19. ______ ratification (noun)

E. the taking away of someone’s right, such as
the right to vote
F. a person who supports the elimination of
slavery
G. resource, means, tool, or agency
H. cruel; despotic
I. hint; suggestion
J. freedom from punishment
K. unhappiness; dissatisfaction

20. ______ abolitionist (noun)

L. the right to vote

21. ______ impel (verb)

M. to force

22. ______ oppression (noun)

N. humiliation; shame

23. ______ turbulent (adjective)

O. approval; endorsement

24. ______ activist (noun)

P. bold; rude; impudent or smart; stylish
Q. campaigner; advocate
R. domination; subjugation
S. unstable; chaotic
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Exit/Entrance Card
1920 – 1930
Directions: Now that you have conducted some photo-analysis of magazine covers
and viewed some film footage from the Roaring Twenties, please use what you have
learned to answer the questions below in complete sentences.
1. Describe what a “flapper” looked like and explain the types of activities that
you saw her engaged in.

2. In what way(s) were media portrayals of the “flapper” different from media
portrayals of the “New Woman”?

3. What gender stereotypes did you notice in the images? Please give specific
examples.

4. How do the images you viewed and analyzed help you understand attitudes
about women’s roles in society between 1920 – 1930? Please give specific
examples.
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Image vs. Reality: Woman’s Journey for Equality in the 20th Century:
STUDY GUIDE II
Directions: Please study the following statements in preparation for an upcoming quiz.

1. The 1920s era, also known as the Roaring Twenties, was a time of wealth in the
United States.
2. After World War I ended and women gained the right to vote, the American
public was tired of serious issues and was ready to have fun again.
3. One popular image from the 1920s era is the flapper, who is often depicted as
skinny. She also wears short skirts and is often seen dancing or holding a long
cigarette.
4. In 1920, when women gained the right to vote, they made up an estimated onethird of voters.
5. During the time of the Great Depression many women were forced to give up
their jobs; others found themselves abandoned by their husbands, who could no
longer afford to care for their families.
6. One popular image from the 1930s era is the Migrant Mother, who represents
the sacrifice and hardships that many people of the time needed to work through.
7. One heroine of the 1930s era is Amelia Earhart, who captured the world’s
attention by becoming the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic.
8. One comical figure of the 1930s era is Betty Boop. She represents some social
attitudes about women of the time, such as the idea that the things women hold
near and dear are frivolous items such as chocolate ice cream, and the belief that
having a female president is absurd and humorous.
Turn over, please….
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9. One popular image from the 1940s era is Rosie the Riveter, who represents the
work of six million women in the war effort.
10. The United States’ entrance into World War II marks the beginning of the
1940s era and the end of the Great Depression.
11. During the 1940s era, a shortage of labor in the military led to the formation of
the Women’s Army Corps and to the recruitment of women into the armed forces.
12. Formed during World War II, when almost half of the nation’s major leaguers
were serving in the military, the AAGPBL required that all athletes wear makeup
and attend charm school.
13. One heroine of the 1950s era is Rosa Parks, who ignited the Civil Rights
Movement when she was arrested for refusing to give up her seat on a Montgomery
bus.
14. One popular image from the 1950s era is Marilyn Monroe, who represents a
beautiful, appealing woman – the opposite of a stereotypical, bored housewife.
15. One stereotypical image of the 1950s era is the bored housewife, depicted by
Lucy; in the popular TV show, I Love Lucy, Lucy always gets into trouble when she
tries to enter the world of work.
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Pop Quiz
Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. Each term is used only once. Spelling counts! (2 points
each)
1920s era
World War I

flapper
vote
Great Depression

1. The ____________________ was a time of wealth in the United States.
2. After __________________________ ended and women gained the right to
vote, the American public was tired of serious issues and was ready to have fun
again.
3. One popular image from the 1920s era is the _______________, who is often
depicted as skinny. She also wears short skirts and is often seen dancing or
holding a long cigarette.
4. In 1920, when women gained the right to ________________, they made up an
estimated one-third of voters.
5. During the time of the __________________, many women were forced to
give up their jobs; others found themselves abandoned by their husbands, who
could no longer afford to care for their families.

Turn over, please….
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Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. Each term is used only once. Spelling counts! (2 points
each)
Rosie the Riveter
Migrant Mother
World War II
Betty Boop
Amelia Earhart
6. One popular image from the 1930s era is the ___________________, who
represents the sacrifice and hardships that many people of the time needed to
work through.
7. One heroine of the 1930s era is ________________, who captured the world’s
attention by becoming the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic.
8. One comical figure of the 1930s era is __________________. She represents
some social attitudes about women of the time, such as the idea that the things
women hold near and dear are frivolous items such as chocolate ice cream, and the
belief that having a female president is absurd and humorous.
9. One popular image from the 1940s era is _______________________, who
represents the work of six million women in the war effort.
10. The United States’ entrance into ______________________ marks the
beginning of the 1940s era and the end of the Great Depression.
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Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. Each term is used only once. Spelling counts! (2 points
each)
housewife
AAGPBL

Rosa Parks
Women’s Army Corps
(WAC)

Marilyn Monroe
11. During the 1940s era, a shortage of labor in the military led to the formation of
the _________________________ and to the recruitment of women into the
armed forces.
12. Formed during World War II, when almost half of the nation’s major leaguers
were serving in the military, the _____________________ required that all
athletes wear makeup and attend charm school.
13. One heroine of the 1950s era is ___________________, who ignited the Civil
Rights Movement when she was arrested for refusing to give up her seat on a
Montgomery bus.
14. One popular image from the 1950s era is _______________________, who
represents a beautiful, appealing woman – the opposite of a stereotypical, bored
housewife.
15. One stereotypical image of the 1950s era is the bored
___________________, depicted by Lucy; in the popular TV show, I Love Lucy,
Lucy always gets into trouble when she tries to enter the world of work.
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Pop Quiz
Directions: Read the following statements and decide which term from the word
bank best fits in the blanks. You will not use every term. Spelling counts! (2 points
each)
1920s era
World War I
Amelia Earhart
Rosie the Riveter
AAGPBL
Marilyn Monroe

flapper
vote
Betty Boop
Women’s Army Corps
housewife
suffragette

1930s era
Migrant Mother
World War II
Wonder Woman
Rosa Parks
The New Woman

1. The ____________________ was a time of wealth in the United States.
2. After __________________________ ended and women gained the right to vote, the
American public was tired of serious issues and was ready to have fun again.
3. One iconic or archetypal image from the 1920s era is the _______________, who is
often depicted as skinny and made up of mostly arms and legs. She often wears short
skirts and is seen dancing or holding a long cigarette.
4. In 1920, when women gained the right to ________________, they made up an
estimated one-third of voters.
5. The ________________ is characterized by poverty, joblessness, and drought. During
this time, the Great Depression occurred and many women were forced to give up their
jobs; others found themselves abandoned by their husbands, who could no longer afford to
care for their families.
6. One iconic or archetypal image from the 1930s era is the ___________________, who
represents the sacrifice and hardships that many people of the time needed to work
through. It became a source of inspiration for many women who needed to keep their
families going during tough times.
7. One heroine of the 1930s era is ________________, who captured the world’s
attention by becoming the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic. She worked
throughout her life to provide opportunities for women in aviation.
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8. One iconic or archetypal image from the 1940s era is _______________________,
who represents the work of six million women in the war effort.
9. The United States’ entrance into ______________________ marks the beginning of
the 1940s era and the end of the Great Depression.
10. During the 1940s era, women were once again invited into nontraditional jobs in order
to support the war effort. In fact, a shortage of labor in the military led to the formation
of the _________________________ and to the recruitment of women into the armed
forces.
11. Formed during World War II, when almost half of the nation’s major leaguers were
serving in the military, the _____________________ drew many fans. It promoted its
players as “good-looking” and “feminine” and required that all athletes wear makeup and
attend charm school.
12. One heroine of the 1950s era is ___________________, who ignited the Civil Rights
Movement when she was arrested for refusing to give up her seat on a Montgomery bus.
13. One iconic or archetypal image from the 1950s era is _______________________,
who represents a beautiful, appealing woman – the opposite of a stereotypical, bored
housewife.
14. One stereotypical image of the 1950s era is the bored ___________________,
depicted by Lucy; in the popular TV show, I Love Lucy, Lucy always gets into trouble when
she tries to enter the world of work.
15. One comical figure of the 1930s era is __________________. She represents some
social attitudes about women of the time, such as the idea that the things women hold
near and dear are frivolous items such as chocolate ice cream, and the belief that having a
female president is absurd and humorous.
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“Image Versus Reality” Culminating Project
Throughout this unit, we have been exploring the following essential questions.
í
1. How did woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender
evolve from colonial times through the 20th Century?
2. How do media portrayals of women help us better understand
evolving attitudes about women’s roles in society.

Your job over the next week is to conduct research related to the evolving rights and
roles of women as portrayed in media in the 20th Century. Select a project from the menu
of options (or conference with your teacher if you wish to propose an alternative project)
and complete it by the due date. If you desire a copy of the assessment rubric, ask.
Choice 1: Write a Poem for Two Voices
Select a photograph from one of the eras of the 20th Century that you believe depicts a
strong gender stereotype.
• Use this photograph to inspire you and write a poem for two voices, referencing the
template and the example provided in class.
• Your poem must speak in two distinct voices. One voice must REINFORCE (or
support) the stereotype depicted in the image. The other voice must
CONTRADICT (or go against) the stereotype.
• In addition to using vivid vocabulary, saucy similes, and moving metaphors, your
poem must also include details that provide some CONTEXT for the era (What
events were going on in the country at the time the image was created?).
Self-Assess Your Poem
p My poem (and the image that I’ve selected) addresses one or more of the unit’s
essential questions.
p My poem is typed.
p My poem represents two voices; one voice REINFORCES a stereotype and the other
CONTRADICTS the stereotype.
p My poem uses vivid vocabulary, saucy similes, and/or moving metaphors.
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p My poem provides some context for the era in which the image was created.
p I have included the image that inspired my poem when turning in my work.
Choice 2: Create a Collage
Use library and media resources to create a collage that answers one or more of the unit’s
essential questions.
• Your collage must contain images of stereotypes of women and images of women
who challenged these stereotypes.
• Your collage may be a mixture of pictures, photographs, personal artwork, and text
(consider including song lyrics, poems or quotes).
• Your finished collage must have a unifying theme or concept that you can identify
and explain to viewers. For example, if you wanted to focus on women’s changing
fashion over time, your collage would need to depict women wearing a variety of
different types of clothing. If you wanted to focus on women’s jobs over time, your
collage would need to show images of women in different occupations. If you
wanted to focus on women from a specific decade, your collage would need to show
images of women unique to that decade. If you wanted to focus on a specific
person, your collage would need to show images of that person over time.
• In addition to creating a collage, you must provide a written explanation (typed)
that clearly explains why you’ve selected the images that you’ve chosen, and an
explanation of how these images work together to help you answer one or more of
the unit’s essential questions.
Self-Assess Your Collage
p My collage addresses one or more of the unit’s essential questions.
p I have included a typed explanation on the back of my collage that explains why I’ve
selected each image that I’ve chosen and how these images work together to help me
answer one or more of the unit’s essential questions.
p My collage has a unified theme. The theme is ________________________.
p My collage is neat and eye-catching.
p My collage is visually attractive.
Choice 3: Write an Editorial
Write a persuasive editorial for the local newspaper that is either in favor of or against an
Equal Rights Amendment to the United States Constitution and answers one or more of
the unit’s essential questions.
• Your editorial must clearly explain whether you believe an Equal Rights Amendment
to the United States Constitution is necessary or not.
• Your editorial must give some background about the history of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
• Your editorial must give persuasive examples (using what you have learned in our
Image Versus Reality unit) to support your argument.
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Your editorial must demonstrate that you have thought about the opposing
viewpoint and can persuasively respond to any counter-arguments that you
anticipate others may make to yours.
Your editorial uses vivid vocabulary and contains words and phrases designed to
bring other people to my side.

Self-Assess Your Editorial
p My editorial addresses one or more of the unit’s essential questions.
p My editorial clearly explains whether I am for / against (circle your choice) an Equal
Rights Amendment to the United States Constitution.
p My editorial gives some background about the history of the Equal Rights Amendment.
p My editorial gives persuasive examples (that reference what I have learned in our
Image Versus Reality unit) to support my argument.
p My editorial takes possible counter-arguments into consideration and responds to them.
p My editorial uses vivid vocabulary and contains words or phrases designed to bring other
people to my side.
Choice 4: Write and Deliver a Speech
Write and deliver a persuasive speech that answers one of the unit’s essential questions,
while nominating a woman to the “Women’s Rights Hall of Fame.”
• Your speech should focus on a woman that you consider to be one of the greatest
heroines of the Women’s Rights Movement.
• Your speech should explain who this woman is and convince us that this woman
should be elected to the “Women’s Rights Hall of Fame.”
• Your speech should contain specific examples of the ways in which this woman
worked to achieve equality for women.
• Your speech should contain vivid vocabulary and use words or phrases designed to
get other people to vote for your candidate.
• You must deliver your speech to the class using a prop or costume that relates to
the woman you’ve selected.
Self-Assess Your Speech
p My speech addresses one or more of the unit’s essential questions.
p My speech explains who my heroine is and contains details meant to convince others
that my woman should be elected to the “Women’s Rights Hall of Fame.”
p My speech contains specific examples of the ways in which my heroine worked to
achieve equality for women.
p My speech contains vivid vocabulary and uses words or phrases designed to get other
people to vote for my candidate.
p I am prepared to deliver my speech to the class (I have practiced what I am going to
say and do.), and have prepared a costume or prop to use during my speech.
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“Image Versus Reality” Poem for Two Voices Rubric
Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your poem and
written
explanation clearly
address one or
more the unit’s
essential
questions.)

(9-10 points)
mYou were
consistently on task.

(8 points)
mYou were generally
on task.

(6-7 points)
mYou were on task
after several
reminders.

(0-5 points)
mYou were rarely
on task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project
partially addressed
the unit’s essential
questions.

m There is little
evidence of
relevant
information
related to major
concepts.
m The project
lacked depth
and/or failed to
address the unit’s
essential
questions.

m Your project
follows all of the
directions.

m Your project
follows all but one
of the directions.

m Your project
follows one of the
directions, but many
of the directions are
not followed.

m Your poem is
typed.
m Your image is
neatly and artfully
displayed.

m Your poem is
typed.
m Your image is
neatly displayed.

m Your poem is neatly
hand-written.
m Your image is
displayed.

m Your project
does not follow
any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a poem,
but it does not
meet the
requirements of
the assignment.
m Your poem is
hand-written and
may be sloppy or
hard to read.
m Your image
looks thrown
together and/or
may not be
displayed.

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Typed poem
m Image included
m Poem contains
two voices – one
reinforcing and
one contradicting
a stereotype

Neatness
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Vivid
Vocabulary,
Saucy Similes,
and Moving
Metaphors
Context
Provided

Creativity

GUMS
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You’ve used more
than two of the
following:
m vivid vocabulary
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors
m Your poem
provides several
accurate clues to
help your readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or image
is from.

You’ve used two
following:
m vivid vocabulary
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors

m Your project
demonstrates
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated unique
and creative
elements into your
project that makes
it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors and
has only one to two
minor GUMS errors.

m Your project
demonstrates some
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated a few
creative elements
into your project
and attempted to
make it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors, but
may contain three to
four minor GUMS
errors.

m Your poem
attempts to provide
some clues to help
your readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or image
is from.
m One of your clues
is confusing or
misleading.

Total Points Earned_______ /90

You’ve attempted to
use one to two of the
following:
m vivid vocabulary
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors
m Your poem provides
a few clues to help
your readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or image is
from.
m More than one of
your clues is confusing
or misleading.

m Your project
demonstrates partial
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have attempted
to incorporate one or
two creative elements
into your project.

Little effort has been
made to edit the
poster for GUMS
errors.

Your poem is
bland. It lacks:
m vivid vocabulary
m saucy similes
m moving
metaphors
m Your poem
provides very few
clues to help your
readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or
image is from.
m The clues that
are provided are
largely confusing
or misleading.
m Your project
demonstrates
little engagement
with the
assignment.
m You have not
gone beyond the
bare minimum
when completing
your project.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult
to read and
understand.
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“Image Versus Reality” Collage Rubric
Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your collage and
written
explanation clearly
address one or
more the unit’s
essential
questions.)

(9-10 points)

(8 points)

mYou were consistently
on task.

mYou were generally on
task.

mYou were on task after
several reminders.

(6-7 points)

mYou were rarely on
task.

(0-5 points)

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and displayed
deep understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed understanding
of at least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m There is little
evidence of relevant
information related
to major concepts.
m The project lacked
depth and/or failed
to address the unit’s
essential questions.

m Your project follows
all of the directions.

m Your project follows
all but one of the
directions.

m Your project follows
one or two of the
directions, but many of
the directions are not
followed.

m Your project does
not follow any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a collage,
but it does not meet
the requirements of
the assignment.

m Your explanation is
typed.
m Your images are
neatly and artfully
displayed in your
collage.
mYou have minimized
the use of blank space.

m Your explanation is
typed.
m Your images are
neatly displayed in your
collage.
mYou have an
acceptable amount of
white space.

m Your explanation is
neatly hand-written.
m Your images are
displayed in the form of a
collage, but may seem
thrown together in places.
mYour collage has too
much white space or only a
few, very large objects.

m Your explanation is
hand-written and may
be sloppy or hard to
read.
m Your images look
thrown together
and/or may not be
displayed in the form
of a collage.

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Contains images
of stereotypes of
women and women
who challenged
stereotypes
m Contains a mix
of media
m Unifying theme
or concept
m Typed
explanation

Neatness
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Mixture of
Media

You’ve used all of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)

You’ve used three of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)

You’ve attempted to
use two or more of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as song
lyrics, poems, or
quotes)

Unifying Theme

m Your collage
contains a clear
unifying theme. All
of the images and
text in the collage
connect to this
image.
m Your written
explanation explains
how your images
work together to
create your theme.

m Your collage
attempts to present a
unifying theme, but it
is not clear. Only
some of the images
and text in the collage
connect to this image.
m Your written
explanation only kind
of explains how your
images work together
to create your theme.

Creativity

m Your project
demonstrates
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated unique
and creative
elements into your
project that makes
it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors and
has only one to two
minor GUMS errors.

m Your collage
contains a unifying
theme that is
somewhat clear.
Most of the images
and text in the
collage connect to
this image, but one
or two may not
connect.
m Your written
explanation explains
how your images
work together to
create your theme.
m Your project
demonstrates some
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated a few
creative elements
into your project
and attempted to
make it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors, but
may contain three to
four minor GUMS
errors.

GUMS

Total Points Earned_______ /90

m Your project
demonstrates partial
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have attempted
to incorporate one or
two creative elements
into your project.

Little effort has been
made to edit the
poster for GUMS
errors.

Your collage is
bland. It contains
only one of the
following:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal
artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)
m Your collage
does not appear to
have a unifying
theme. The images
and text in the
collage to not
seem to go
together.
m Your written
explanation does
not explain how
your images work
together to
create your
theme.
m Your project
demonstrates
little engagement
with the
assignment.
m You have not
gone beyond the
bare minimum
when completing
your project.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult
to read and
understand.
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“Image Versus Reality” Editorial Rubric
(9-10 points)

Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your editorial
clearly addresses
one or more the
unit’s essential
questions.)

(8 points)

(6-7 points)

(0-5 points)

mYou were
consistently on task.

mYou were generally
on task.

mYou were on task after
several reminders.

mYou were rarely on
task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of one
or more of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m There is little
evidence of relevant
information related
to major concepts.
m The project
lacked depth and/or
failed to address
the unit’s essential
questions.

m Your project
follows all of the
directions.

m Your project
follows all but one of
the directions.

m Your project follows
one of the directions,
but many of the
directions are not
followed.

m Your project does
not follow any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a poem,
but it does not meet
the requirements of
the assignment.

m Your editorial gives
accurate background
information about the
history of the Equal
Rights Amendment
(ERA).
m This information
helps readers to
better understand
your argument.

m Your editorial gives
background
information about the
history of the Equal
Rights Amendment
(ERA). m Some of
this information may
be too general or may
not connect to your
argument, but may
help readers
understand the issue.

m Your editorial gives
some general background
information about the
history of the Equal
Rights Amendment
(ERA). Some of this
information may be
inaccurate.
m This information may
not help readers
understand the issue or
connect to your
argument at all.

m Your editorial
gives little to no
accurate
background
information about
the history of the
Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA).

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Takes a position
for/against ERA
m Gives info.
about history of
ERA
m Takes counterargument into
consideration

Context/History
Provided

Jill Dawson and Aubrey Garrison
Stance/Examples m Your editorial
takes a clear side
for/against an ERA.
m Your editorial
provides more than
three persuasive
examples explaining
why you are
for/against an ERA.
m These examples
are clearly explained
and build a coherent
argument.

CounterArguments

mYou have
anticipated the other
side’s argument and
clearly refuted it.

Persuasive
Language

m Your writing is
filled with words or
phrases designed to
bring others to your
side. Your work
demonstrates that
you know how to build
a compelling case.
mYour editorial is
persuasive enough
draw a crowd of
supporters.

GUMS

Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors and has only
one to two minor
GUMS errors.
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m Your editorial
takes a clear side
for/against an ERA.
m Your editorial
provides two to three
persuasive examples
explaining why you
are for/against an
ERA.
m These examples
work together to
build a fairly
coherent argument.

m Your editorial
attempts to take a side
for/against an ERA,
but it is not clear what
side you are on.
m Your editorial
attempts to provide at
least two persuasive
examples explaining
why you are
for/against an ERA.
m These examples
make sense but may not
build upon each other
to create a coherent
argument.

m Your editorial
does not take a
clear side
for/against an ERA.
m Your editorial
does not provide
clear examples
explaining why you
are for/against an
ERA.
m Your examples
may be confusing
and/or they may
not support your
argument.

mYou have
anticipated the other
side’s argument and
attempted to refute
it. Your counterargument is
somewhat effective.
m Your writing
contains words or
phrases designed to
bring others to your
side. Your work
demonstrates that
you have tried to
build a compelling
case.
mYour editorial is
persuasive enough to
convince a few people
to join your cause.
Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors, but may
contain three to four
minor GUMS errors.

mYou have anticipated
the other side’s
argument, but have not
made an attempt to
refute it.

mYou have not
anticipated the
other side’s
argument or made
an attempt to
refute it.

mYour writing contains
some words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
However, you haven’t
built a compelling case.
m You may believe in
your cause, but your
work needs more
dramatic flair to gain
other supporters.

m Your writing
doesn’t contain any
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
mIn fact, it’s not
even clear that you
believe in your
cause. You need to
add some dramatic
flair to your work.

Little effort has been
made to edit the
poster for GUMS
errors.

Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult to
read and
understand.

Total Points Earned_______ /90
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“Image Versus Reality” Speech Rubric
(9-10 points)

Work in the
library/ computer
lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your speech clearly
addresses one or more
the unit’s essential
questions.)

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Identifies and
introduces heroine
m Contains specific
examples of how the
heroine worked to
achieve equality for
women
m Delivers speech using
prop/costume

Context/History
Provided

(6-7 points)

(0-5 points)

mYou were
consistently on task.

mYou were generally
on task.

(8 points)

mYou were on task
after several reminders.

mYou were rarely on
task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of one
or more of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m There is little
evidence of relevant
information related
to major concepts.
m The project
lacked depth and/or
failed to address
the unit’s essential
questions.

m Your project
follows all of the
directions.

m Your project
follows all but one of
the directions.

m Your project follows
one of the directions,
but many of the
directions are not
followed.

m Your project does
not follow any of
the directions.
m You may have
turned in a poem,
but it does not meet
the requirements of
the assignment.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating
to the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame” and gives
some background
information about your
person.
m Your background
information is accurate
and helps convince your
audience that the
woman you’ve selected
should be elected into
the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame”.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating
to the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame” and gives
some background
information about your
person.
m Your background
information is mostly
accurate and helps
convince your audience
that the woman you’ve
selected is a good
candidate. Some of
your information may
not be related to your
speech topic.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating to
the “Women’s Rights Hall
of Fame” but gives very
little background
information about your
person.
mThe background
information you give may
not be related to your
speech topic.

m Your speech
explains who you are
nominating to the
“Women’s Rights Hall
of Fame” but does
not give much
background
information.
mThe information
you do give seems like
a list of unrelated
facts and does not
connect to your
speech topic.
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Examples/Criteria

m Your speech gives
more than three
convincing reasons why
your person should be
elected into the
“Women’s Rights Hall of
Fame”.
m It provides more
than three specific
examples of the ways in
which this woman
worked to achieve
equality for women
throughout her
lifetime.
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m Your speech gives
two to three convincing
reasons why your
person should be
elected into the
“Women’s Rights Hall of
Fame”.
m It provides two to
three specific examples
of the ways in which
this woman worked to
achieve equality for
women throughout her
lifetime.

Speech and
Prop/Costume

m You delivered your
speech in a convincing,
persuasive, and
entertaining manner.
m You used a prop
and/or dressed in a
costume that added to
the persuasiveness of
your speech.

m You delivered your
speech in a convincing
and persuasive manner.
m You used a prop
and/or dressed in a
costume that connected
in some way to the
woman you nominated.

Persuasive
Language

m Your writing is filled
with words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
know how to build a
compelling case.
mYour speech is
persuasive enough draw
a crowd of supporters.

GUMS

Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors and has only one
to two minor GUMS
errors.

m Your writing contains
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
have tried to build a
compelling case.
mYour speech is
persuasive enough to
convince a few people
to join your cause.
Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors, but may contain
three to four minor
GUMS errors.

Total Points Earned_______ /90

m Your speech attempts
to give at least two
convincing reasons why
your person should be
elected into the
“Women’s Rights Hall of
Fame”.
m It attempts to provide
at least two specific
examples of the ways in
which this woman worked
to achieve equality for
women throughout her
lifetime.
m Your reasons and/or
examples may not go
together and/or may be
confusing.

m You delivered your
speech, but it was hard to
hear you. And/or
m Your speech did not
seem persuasive or
convincing.
m You used a prop and/or
dressed in a costume but
the connection to the
woman you nominated is
not clear.
mYour writing contains
some words or phrases
designed to bring others
to your side. However,
you haven’t built a
compelling case.
m You may believe in your
cause, but your work
needs more dramatic flair
to gain other supporters.

Little effort has been
made to edit the poster
for GUMS errors.

m Your speech
provides one or fewer
convincing reasons
why your person
should be elected
into the “Women’s
Rights Hall of Fame”.
m Your speech does
not provide specific
examples of the ways
in which this woman
worked to achieve
equality for women
throughout her
lifetime.
m Your reasons
and/or examples may
not go together
and/or may be too
general and/ or
confusing.
mYou did not deliver
your speech and/or it
was barely audible.
mYou did use a prop
or dress in a costume.

m Your writing
doesn’t contain any
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
mIn fact, it’s not
even clear that you
believe in your cause.
You need to add some
dramatic flair to your
work.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult to
read and understand.
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Heading:

“Image Verses Reality” Challenge Project
Throughout this unit, we have been exploring the following essential questions.
í
1. How did woman’s quest for new roles and rights for her gender
evolve from colonial times through the 20th century?
2. How do media portrayals of women help us better understand evolving
attitudes about women’s roles in society?

Your job over the next week is to conduct research related to the evolving rights
and roles of women as portrayed in media in the 20th century. Because of your
strong work ethic and keen ability to grasp complex concepts, you’ve been given the
opportunity to select a project from the Challenge Menu (or conference with your
teacher if you wish to propose an alternative project).

Challenge Project 1: Integrating Technology
For an extra challenge, create a project with an interactive component that helps you to
explain how research has helped you to answer one of our unit’s essential questions.
Consider creating your own movie, photo-documentary, or Photo Story.
Please see your humanities teacher with your idea for an original movie, photodocumentary, or Photo Story.
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Challenge Project 2: Interactive Poster Presentation
Create an interactive poster (or tri-fold board) presentation that includes the following
items: (Note: You must supply your own tri-fold board.)

□ A ONE PAGE, TYPED summary (proofread and edited) about your topic or issue.
Hint: Use the 5 Ws (WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY/SO WHAT) to help you
with this section.

□A SEPARATE, TYPED paragraph that uses specific examples to explain how your
research relates to the unit's essential question(s).
Hint: Prepare your answer to this question as if you were answering the essential
unit question as a constructed response question.

□ONE – THREE photographs with analysis summaries.
FSelect one to three photographs that relate to your research topic and analyze
them using a photograph analysis sheet. Then, use your completed photograph
analysis sheet to create a ONE PARAGRAPH, TYPED (proofread and edited)
summary for each photograph you examined.
Hint: Be sure that each summary explains what new learning/questions were
sparked for you when you looked at the photograph. Include copies of the photos
you analyzed and the written summaries of each photo on your posters.

□ONE – TWO pieces of original artwork.
This should be ORIGINAL artwork created by YOU, and should connect back to the
research topic and essential questions upon which you’re focusing. Ideas for
original artwork include typed poems, sketches, collages, or political cartoons.

□ONE Current event.
Find a current event related to your topic (it doesn't have to be news from this
country) and write a ONE-TWO PARAGRAPH, TYPED (proofread and edited)
summary comparing/contrasting the modern article with the research you gathered
about a historical concept or job. Include a copy of the original article and your
typed summary on your poster.

□ONE or more interactive components.
Dress up like a person who did the job you researched, create a replica of a prop or
tool used by the person you researched OR think of another creative AND
interactive element to draw people to your display.
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“Image Versus Reality” Challenge: Technology Project Rubric
(9-10 points)

(8 points)

mYou were consistently
on task.

mYou were generally on
task.

mYou were on task after
several reminders.

mYou were rarely on
task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and displayed
deep understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.
mIt was historically
accurate.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed understanding
of at least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m There is little
evidence of relevant
information related
to major concepts.
m The project lacked
depth and/or failed
to address the unit’s
essential questions.

mWith a couple of
exceptions, it was
historically accurate.

mAn attempt at historical
accuracy was somewhat
apparent.

mNo attempt at
historical accuracy
was apparent.

Cinematography/
Placement of
Photos/Images

mYour movie, photodocumentary, or Photo
Story contains a variety
original of images and
scenes designed to tell a
story about your selected
topic.
m Each image or scene
has clear connections to
the research topic and
essential questions upon
which you focused.

mYour movie, photodocumentary, or Photo
Story contains original
images and scenes
designed to tell a story
about your selected
topic.
m Each image or scene
has some connection to
the research topic and
essential questions upon
which you focused.

m Your movie, photodocumentary, or Photo
Story contains images and
scenes designed to tell a
story about your selected
topic, but they are mostly
taken from other sources.
mIt is not clear how the
images and scenes in your
movie, photo-documentary,
or Photo Story work
together to tell a story that
connects to the research
topic and/or essential
questions upon which you
focused.

m Your movie, photodocumentary, or Photo
Story does not
contain any NEW
ideas or work of your
own.
mYour movie, photodocumentary, or Photo
Story does not tell a
story that connects to
the research topic
and/or essential
questions upon which
you focused.

Script

mYou have included
complete, edited script
or storyboard with your
project.
m This script was
turned in ahead of time,
for teacher review.

mYou have included
complete, edited script
or storyboard with your
project.

mYou have included script
or storyboard with your
project, but it may not be
complete and/or may not
accurately reflect the
finished project.

mYou have NOT
included script or
storyboard with your
project.

Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
[Explanation of how
your project helped you
to answer our unit’s
essential question(s)]

Historical
Accuracy
[Who, what, where,
when, why/so what
summary]

(6-7 points)

(0-5 points)
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mYou have made sure
that the technology
you have used will work
in your humanities
classroom so that you
can share your work
with the class.
m You have set up
your equipment and
run through your
presentation ahead of
time to be sure of
this.
m You have presented
a back-up plan in case
of technical
difficulties.
mYour project
includes a creative,
audio component (i.e.
soundtrack, song,
other audio recording).
mIt clearly answers
one or both of our
unit’s essential
questions.

mYou have made sure
that the technology
you have used will work
in your humanities
classroom so that you
can share your work
with the class.
m You have presented
a back-up plan in case
of technical
difficulties.

mYou have attempted to
make sure that the
technology you have used
will work in your
humanities classroom so
that you can share your
work with the class by
checking in with your
teacher.
m You HAVE NOT
presented a back-up plan
in case of technical
difficulties.

mYou have NOT
made sure that the
technology you have
used will work in
your humanities
classroom so that
you can share your
work with the class.
m You DO NOT have
a back-up plan in
case of technical
difficulties.

mYour project
includes an audio
component (i.e.
soundtrack, song,
other audio recording).
mIt answers one or
both of our unit’s
essential questions.

mYour project does
not include an audio
component;
AND/OR
m An attempt to
answer one or both
of our unit’s
essential questions
is not apparent.

Visual Appeal

mYour project is eyecatching and has a
good flow to it.
mYour scenes,
photographs, and text
or dialogue are visually
attractive,
entertaining, and
informative.

mYour project has a
good flow to it.
mYour scenes,
photographs, and text
or dialogue are
entertaining and
informative.

mYour project attempts
to include an audio
component (i.e.
soundtrack, song, other
audio recording), but
this may be difficult to
hear.
mIt attempts to answer
one or both of our unit’s
essential questions.
mYour project attempts
to create a good flow.
mAn attempt has been
made to make scenes,
photographs, and text or
dialogue entertaining and
informative.

GUMS

The project has been
edited for GUMS
errors and has only
one to two minor
GUMS errors.

The project has been
edited for GUMS
errors, but may
contain three to four
minor GUMS errors.

Compatibility

Creativity

Total Points Earned_______ /90

Little effort has been
made to edit the project
for GUMS errors.

mYour project does
not create a good
flow. Scenes,
photographs, and
text or dialogue
seem disjointed and
do not work
together to tell a
story.
mLittle to no
attempt has been
made to make
scenes, photographs,
and text or dialogue
entertaining and
informative.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult to
follow and
understand.
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“Image Versus Reality” Challenge: Interactive Poster Rubric
(9-10 points)

Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
[Explanation of
how your project
helped you to
answer our unit’s
essential
question(s)]

Historical
Accuracy

(6-7 points)

(0-5 points)

mYou were
consistently on task.

mYou were generally
on task.

mYou were on task after
several reminders.

mYou were rarely on
task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of one
or more of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the unit’s
essential questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m There is little
evidence of relevant
information related
to major concepts.
m The project
lacked depth and/or
failed to address
the unit’s essential
questions.

mIt was historically
accurate.

mWith a couple of
exceptions, it was
historically accurate.

mAn attempt at
historical accuracy was
somewhat apparent.

mNo attempt at
historical accuracy
was apparent.

mYour poster contains
two pieces of original
artwork.
m Each piece of
original artwork has
clear connections to
the research topic and
essential questions
upon which you
focused.
mYou have included
and analyzed three
photos on your poster.

mYour poster contains
one piece of original
artwork.
m Your original
artwork connects in
some way to the
research topic and/or
essential questions
upon which you
focused.
mYou have included
and analyzed two
photos on your poster.

mYour poster contains
artwork, but it is not
your own original
artwork.
mIt is not clear how
your artwork connects to
the research topic
and/or essential
questions upon which you
focused.
mYou have included and
analyzed one photo on
your poster.

mYour poster does
not contain
artwork.

[Who, what,
where, when,
why/so what
summary]

Original
Artwork

Photograph
Analysis
[Be sure to include a
summary that explain
the new learning/
questions that were
sparked for you when
you looked at the
photograph(s)]

(8 points)

mYou have photos
on your poster, but
you have not
included an analysis
summary;
OR
mYour poster does
not contain
historical
photographs.
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mYou have included a
current event on your
poster but have not
included a
compare/contrast
write up of that event.
mYour project
includes an interactive
component.
mIt answers one or
both of our unit’s
essential questions.

mYou have not included
a current event on your
poster.

N/A

mYour project includes a
somewhat interactive
component.
mIt attempts to answer
one or both of our unit’s
essential questions.

mYour project is neat
and eye-catching.
mYour summaries,
photographs, and
artwork are visually
attractive.
mYou have minimized
the use of blank space.

mYour project is neat.
mYour summaries,
photographs, and
artwork are visually
attractive.
mYou have an
acceptable amount of
white space.

The poster has been
edited for GUMS
errors and has only
one to two minor
GUMS errors.

The poster has been
edited for GUMS
errors, but may
contain three to four
minor GUMS errors.

mYour project is
somewhat neat.
mAn attempt has been
made to make your
summaries, photographs,
and artwork visually
attractive.
mYour poster has too
much white space or only
a few, very large
objects.
Little effort has been
made to edit the poster
for GUMS errors.

mYour project does
not include an
interactive
component;
AND/OR
m An attempt to
answer one or both
of our unit’s
essential questions
is not apparent.
mYour project is
sloppy and looks
thrown together.
mLittle to no
attempt has been
made to make your
poster visually
attractive.
m Your poster has
nothing on it.

Current Event

mYou have included a
current event AND a
compare /contrast
write up of that event
on your poster.

Interactive
Component

mYour project
includes a creative,
interactive component.
mIt clearly answers
one or both of our
unit’s essential
questions.

Neatness

GUMS

Total Points Earned_______ /90

Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult to
read and
understand.
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Heading:

“Image Versus Reality” Culminating Project (A)
Your job over the next few days is to explore books and websites related to the changing
roles of women shown in media during the 20th Century. Choose one of the following
project ideas and complete it by the due date.
Choice 1: Write a Poem with Two Voices
1. Select a photograph from one of the eras of the 20th Century that you believe
depicts a strong gender stereotype.
2. Use the photograph to write a poem that has two voices (remember the example
from class).
• Your poem must have two sides (distinct voices). One voice must REINFORCE
(or support) the stereotype depicted in the image. The other voice must
CONTRADICT (or go against) the stereotype.
• Use pictures or words in your poem that provide clues about events that were
going on in the country at the time the picture was taken (CONTEXT CLUES).
• Try to use vivid vocabulary, saucy similes, and/or moving metaphors in your
poem.

Choice 2: Create a Collage
1. Use library and media resources to create a collage that helps depict women’s changing
roles in the 20th Century.
• Your collage must contain two types of images― some images of STEREOTYPES of
women AND some images that CHALLENGE these stereotypes.
• Your collage may be a mixture of pictures, photographs, personal artwork, and
words (consider including song lyrics, poems or quotes).
• Your collage must have one theme or concept that you can identify and explain to
viewers. For example, your collage may focus on one of the following:
o a person
o a decade
o an issue
2. In addition to creating a collage, you must provide a written explanation (typed) that
clearly explains why you’ve selected the images that you’ve chosen. Be sure to explain how
your collage shows STEREOTYPES and images that CHALLENGE these stereotypes.
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Choice 3: Write and Deliver a Speech
1. Write and deliver a persuasive speech nominating a woman to the “Women’s Rights Hall
of Fame.”
• Your speech should focus on a woman that you consider to be one of the greatest
heroines of the Women’s Rights Movement.
• Your speech should explain who this woman is and convince us why this woman
should be elected to the “Women’s Rights Hall of Fame.”
• Your speech should contain at least three specific examples of the ways in which
this woman challenged stereotypes and worked to achieve equality for women.
• Your speech should contain vivid vocabulary and use words or phrases designed to
get other people to vote for your candidate.
• You must deliver your speech to the class using a prop or costume that relates to
the woman you’ve selected.

I want to do the following project:
_________________________________________________________________
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“Image Versus Reality” Poem for Two Voices Rubric (A)

Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your poem and
written
explanation clearly
address one or
more the unit’s
essential
questions.)

(9-10 points)
mYou were
consistently on task.

(8 points)
mYou were generally
on task.

(6-7 points)
mYou were on task
after several
reminders.

(0-5 points)
mYou were rarely
on task.

m The unit’s major
concepts were very
clear.
m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were clear.
m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The unit’s major
concepts were unclear.
m The project
partially addressed
the unit’s essential
questions.

m There is little
evidence of
relevant
information
related to major
concepts.
m The project
lacked depth
and/or failed to
address the unit’s
essential
questions.

m Your project
follows all of the
directions.

m Your project
follows all but one
of the directions.

m Your project
follows one of the
directions, but many
of the directions are
not followed.

m Your poem is
typed.
m Your image is
neatly and artfully
displayed.

m Your poem is
typed.
m Your image is
neatly displayed.

m Your poem is neatly
hand-written.
m Your image is
displayed.

m Your project
does not follow
any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a poem,
but it does not
meet the
requirements of
the assignment.
m Your poem is
hand-written and
may be sloppy or
hard to read.
m Your image
looks thrown
together and/or
may not be
displayed.

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Typed poem
m Image included
m Poem contains
two voices – one
reinforcing and
one contradicting
a stereotype

Neatness
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Vivid
Vocabulary,
Saucy Similes,
Moving
Metaphors
Context
Provided

Creativity

GUMS
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You’ve successfully
used two of the
following:
m vivid vocabulary.
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors
m Your poem
provides several
CONTEXT CLUES to
help your readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or image
is from.

You’ve used one of
the following:
m vivid vocabulary.
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors

You’ve attempted to
use:
m vivid vocabulary.
m saucy similes
m moving metaphors

Your poem is
bland. It’s not
apparent that
you’ve tried to
jazz it up.

m Your poem
attempts to provide
CONTEXT CLUES to
help your readers
understand the
decade your
photograph or image
is from.

m More than one of
your CONTEXT
CLUES is confusing or
misleading.

m The clues that
you’ve provided
are largely
confusing or
misleading.

m Your project
demonstrates
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated unique
and creative
elements into your
project that makes
it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors and
has only one to two
minor GUMS errors.

m Your project
demonstrates some
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated a few
creative elements
into your project
and attempted to
make it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors, but
may contain three to
four minor GUMS
errors.

m Your project
demonstrates partial
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have attempted
to incorporate one or
two creative elements
into your project.

m Your project
demonstrates
little engagement
with the
assignment.
m You have not
gone beyond the
bare minimum
when completing
your project.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult
to read and
understand.

Total Points Earned_______ /90

Little effort has been
made to edit the
poster for GUMS
errors.
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“Image Versus Reality” Collage Rubric (A)

Work in the
library/
computer lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your collage and
written explanation
clearly address one
or more the unit’s
essential questions.)

(9-10 points)
mYou were
consistently on task.

(8 points)
mYou were generally
on task.

(6-7 points)
mYou were on task
after several
reminders.

(0-5 points)
mYou were rarely
on task.

m The project
promoted and
displayed deep
understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The project
promoted and/or
displayed
understanding of at
least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The project
partially addressed
the unit’s essential
questions.

m There is little
evidence of
relevant
information
related to major
concepts.

m Your project
follows all of the
directions.

m Your project
follows all but one
of the directions.

m Your project
follows one or two of
the directions, but
many of the directions
are not followed.

m Your project
does not follow
any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a collage,
but it does not
meet the
requirements of
the assignment.

m Your explanation
is typed.
m Your images are
neatly and artfully
displayed in your
collage.
mYou have
minimized the use of
blank space.

m Your explanation
is typed.
m Your images are
neatly displayed in
your collage.
mYou have an
acceptable amount
of white space.

m Your explanation is
neatly hand-written.
m Your images are
displayed in the form
of a collage, but may
seem thrown together
in places.
mYour collage has too
much white space or
only a few, very large
objects.

m Your
explanation is
hand-written and
may be sloppy or
hard to read.
m Your images
look thrown
together and/or
may not be
displayed in the
form of a collage.

(X2)

Follows
Directions
m Contains images
of stereotypes of
women and women
who challenged
stereotypes
m Contains a mix of
media
m Unifying theme
or concept
m Typed
explanation

Neatness
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Mixture of
Media

You’ve used all of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)

You’ve used three of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)

You’ve attempted to
use two or more of
the following in your
collage:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal artwork
m text (such as song
lyrics, poems, or
quotes)

Unifying Theme

m Your collage
contains a clear
unifying theme. All
of the images and
text in the collage
connect to this
image.
m Your written
explanation explains
how your images
work together to
create your theme.

m Your collage
attempts to present a
unifying theme, but it
is not clear. Only
some of the images
and text in the collage
connect to this image.
m Your written
explanation only kind
of explains how your
images work together
to create your theme.

Creativity

m Your project
demonstrates
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated unique
and creative
elements into your
project that makes
it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors and
has only one to two
minor GUMS errors.

m Your collage
contains a unifying
theme that is
somewhat clear.
Most of the images
and text in the
collage connect to
this image, but one
or two may not
connect.
m Your written
explanation explains
how your images
work together to
create your theme.
m Your project
demonstrates some
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have
incorporated a few
creative elements
into your project
and attempted to
make it your own.
Your writing has
been edited for
GUMS errors, but
may contain three to
four minor GUMS
errors.

GUMS

Total Points Earned_______ /90

m Your project
demonstrates partial
engagement with the
assignment.
m You have attempted
to incorporate one or
two creative elements
into your project.

Little effort has been
made to edit the
poster for GUMS
errors.

Your collage is
bland. It contains
only one of the
following:
m pictures
m photographs
m personal
artwork
m text (such as
song lyrics, poems,
or quotes)
m Your collage
does not appear to
have a unifying
theme. The images
and text in the
collage to not
seem to go
together.
m Your written
explanation does
not explain how
your images work
together to
create your
theme.
m Your project
demonstrates
little engagement
with the
assignment.
m You have not
gone beyond the
bare minimum
when completing
your project.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult
to read and
understand.
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“Image Versus Reality” Speech Rubric (A)

Work in the
library/ computer
lab
Conceptual
Understanding
(Your speech clearly
address one or more
the unit’s essential
questions.)

(X2)
Follows Directions
m Identifies and
introduces heroine
m Contains specific
examples of how the
heroine challenged
stereotypes or worked
to achieve equality for
women
m Delivers speech
using prop/costume

Context/History
Provided

(9-10 points)

(8 points)

mYou were consistently
on task.

mYou were generally on
task.

mYou were on task after
several reminders.

(6-7 points)

mYou were rarely on
task.

(0-5 points)

m The project
promoted and displayed
deep understanding of
one or more of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The project
promoted and/or
displayed understanding
of at least one of the
unit’s essential
questions.

m The project partially
addressed the unit’s
essential questions.

m The project lacked
depth and/or failed
to address the unit’s
essential questions.

m Your project follows
all of the directions.

m Your project follows
all but one of the
directions.

m Your project follows
one of the directions, but
many of the directions are
not followed.

m Your project does
not follow any of the
directions.
m You may have
turned in a poem, but
it does not meet the
requirements of the
assignment.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating
to the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame” and gives
some background
information about your
person.
m Your background
information is accurate
and helps convince your
audience that the
woman you’ve selected
should be elected into
the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame”.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating
to the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame” and gives
some background
information about your
person.
m Your background
information is mostly
accurate and helps
convince your audience
that the woman you’ve
selected is a good
candidate. Some of your
information may not be
related to your speech
topic.

m Your speech explains
who you are nominating to
the “Women’s Rights Hall
of Fame” but gives very
little background
information about your
person.
mThe background
information you give may
not be related to your
speech topic.

m Your speech
explains who you are
nominating to the
“Women’s Rights Hall
of Fame” but does not
give much background
information.
mThe information
you do give seems like
a list of unrelated
facts and does not
connect to your
speech topic.
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Examples/Criteria

m Your speech gives
more than three
convincing reasons why
your person should be
elected into the
“Women’s Rights Hall of
Fame”.
m It provides more
than three specific
examples of the ways in
which this woman
worked to achieve
equality for women
throughout her lifetime.
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m Your speech gives
two to three convincing
reasons why your
person should be
elected into the
“Women’s Rights Hall of
Fame”.
m It provides two to
three specific examples
of the ways in which
this woman worked to
achieve equality for
women throughout her
lifetime.

Speech and
Prop/Costume

m You delivered your
speech in a convincing,
persuasive, and
entertaining manner.
m You used a prop
and/or dressed in a
costume that added to
the persuasiveness of
your speech.

m You delivered your
speech in a convincing
and persuasive manner.
m You used a prop
and/or dressed in a
costume that connected
in some way to the
woman you nominated.

Persuasive
Language

m Your writing is filled
with words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
know how to build a
compelling case.
mYour speech is
persuasive enough draw
a crowd of supporters.

GUMS

Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors and has only one
to two minor GUMS
errors.

m Your writing contains
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
Your work
demonstrates that you
have tried to build a
compelling case.
mYour speech is
persuasive enough to
convince a few people to
join your cause.
Your writing has been
edited for GUMS
errors, but may contain
three to four minor
GUMS errors.

Total Points Earned_______ /90

m Your speech attempts
to give at least two
convincing reasons why
your person should be
elected into the “Women’s
Rights Hall of Fame”.
m It attempts to provide
at least two specific
examples of the ways in
which this woman worked
to achieve equality for
women throughout her
lifetime.
m Your reasons and/or
examples may not go
together and/or may be
confusing.

m You delivered your
speech, but it was hard to
hear you. And/or
m Your speech did not
seem persuasive or
convincing.
m You used a prop and/or
dressed in a costume but
the connection to the
woman you nominated is
not clear.
mYour writing contains
some words or phrases
designed to bring others
to your side. However,
you haven’t built a
compelling case.
m You may believe in your
cause, but your work
needs more dramatic flair
to gain other supporters.

Little effort has been
made to edit the poster
for GUMS errors.

m Your speech
provides one or fewer
convincing reasons
why your person
should be elected into
the “Women’s Rights
Hall of Fame”.
m Your speech does
not provide specific
examples of the ways
in which this woman
worked to achieve
equality for women
throughout her
lifetime.
m Your reasons
and/or examples may
not go together
and/or may be too
general and/ or
confusing.
mYou did not deliver
your speech and/or it
was barely audible.
mYou did use a prop
or dress in a costume.

m Your writing
doesn’t contain any
words or phrases
designed to bring
others to your side.
mIn fact, it’s not
even clear that you
believe in your cause.
You need to add some
dramatic flair to your
work.
Careless GUMS
errors make the
project difficult to
read and understand.
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Sufferin' 'til Suffrage (1976)
Music: Bob Dorough

Lyrics: Tom Yohe

Essra Mohawk Kim & Gifford Productions

(Yeah! Hurray!)
Now you have heard of Women's Rights,
And how we've tried to reach new heights.
If we're "all created equal"...
That's us too! (Yeah!)
But you will proba ... bly not recall
That it's not been too ... too long at all,
Since we even had the right to
Cast a vote. (Well!)
Well, sure, some men bowed down and called us "Mrs." (Yeah!)
Let us hang the wash out and wash the dishes, (Huh!)
But when the time rolled around to elect a president...
What did they say, Sister, (What did they say?)
They said, uh, "See ya later, alligator,
And don't forget my ... my mashed potatoes,
'Cause I'm going downtown to cast my vote for president."
Oh, we were suffering until suffrage,
Not a woman here could vote, no matter what age,
Then the 19th Amendment struck down that restrictive rule. (Oh yeah!)
And now we pull down on the lever,
Cast our ballots and we endeavor
To improve our country, state, county, town, and school. (Tell 'em 'bout it!)
Those pilgrim women who ...
Who braved the boat
Could cook the turkey, but they ...
They could not vote.
Even Betsy Ross who sewed the flag was left behind that first election day. (What
a shame, Sisters!)
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Then Susan B. Anthony (Yeah!) and Julia Howe,
(Lucretia!) Lucretia Mott, (and others!) they showed us how;
They carried signs and marched in lines
Until at long last the law was passed.
Oh, we were suffering until suffrage,
Not a woman here could vote, no matter what age,
Then the 19th Amendment struck down that restrictive rule. (Oh yeah!)
And now we pull down on the lever,
Cast our ballots and we endeavor
To improve our country, state, county, town, and school. (Right On! Right On!)
Yes the 19th Amendment
Struck down that restrictive rule. (Right On! Right On!)
Yes the 19th Amendment
Struck down that restrictive rule.
(Yeah, yeah!
Yeah, yeah!
Right on!
We got it now!)
Since 1920...
Sisters, unite!
Vote on!
Online Available: http://www.schoolhouserock.tv/Sufferin.html
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Wonder Woman Theme Song
Wonder Woman, Wonder Woman.
All the world is waiting for you,
and the power you possess.
In your satin tights,
Fighting for your rights
And the old Red, White and Blue.
Wonder Woman, Wonder Woman.
Now the world is ready for you,
and the wonders you can do.
Make a hawk a dove,
Stop a war with love,
Make a liar tell the truth.
Wonder Woman,
Get us out from under,
Wonder Woman.
All our hopes are pinned upon you.
And the magic that you do.
Stop a bullet cold,
Make the Axis fold,
Change their minds, and change the world.
Wonder Woman, Wonder Woman.
You're a wonder, Wonder Woman.
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Rosie the Riveter Song

All the day long,
Whether rain or shine,
She’s a part of the assembly line.
She’s making history,
Working for victory,
Rosie the Riveter.
Rosie's got a boyfriend, Charlie.
Charlie, he's a Marine.
Rosie is protecting Charlie,
Working overtime on the riveting machine.
Keeps a sharp lookout for sabotage,
Sitting up there on the fuselage.
That little girl will do more than a man will do.
Rosie the Riveter.
Rosie's got a boyfriend, Charlie.
Charlie, he's a Marine.
Rosie is protecting Charlie,
Working overtime on the riveting machine.
When they gave her a production "E,"
She was as proud as she could be.
There's something true about,
Red, white, and blue about,
Rosie the Riveter.
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Date
1776

Heroine
Abigail Adams
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Law/ Right Addressed/ Event/ Resources to Use
Why did she remind her husband, John Adams, to “remember the ladies”?
What was his response?

http://www.thelizlibrary.org/suffrage/abigail.htm
(Letters from Abigail to John and back)

http://www.legacy98.org/timeline.html
American colonies based their laws on the English common law. “By
marriage, the husband and wife are one person in the law. The very
being and legal existence of the woman is suspended during the
marriage, or at least is incorporated into that of her husband under
whose wing and protection she performs everything.”

http://www.nwhm.org/Education/biog
raphy_aadams.html

Audio recording from But the Women Rose, Vol.1: Voices
of Women in American History

(Abigail Adams’ biography)

1820s

1848

Textile Mills began to spring up in New England. Young
women who worked in these mills helped to blaze a trail
for women.

For an explanation of how “Liberty Rhetoric” was used in the mill strikes and
again in the writing of the Declaration of Sentiments, visit:

Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Seneca Falls Convention:
What did Elizabeth Cady Stanton demand in the Declaration of Sentiments?

http://www.library.csi.cuny.edu/dept/americanstudi
es/lavender/liberty.html

“We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are
created equal.” Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Declaration of Sentiments

Audio recording from But the Women Rose, Vol.1: Voices
of Women in American History

http://www.nwhm.org/Education/biog
raphy_ecstanton.html

Hillary Clinton commemorates the 160th anniversary of the Declaration of
Sentiments (2:01)

(Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s biography)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frFp0NU43dk

1851

Sojourner Truth

“Ain’t I a Woman” speech

18511853

Amelia Bloomer

Early attempts at dress reform failed. The Bloomer Costume, which was
more comfortable for women, fell out of fashion within three years.
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18611865

Many women put the cause of expanding rights for
women on hold during the Civil War.

1868

“The Age of Brass” 1869
(LC-USZ62-700)
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(1865) The 13th Amendment officially ends slavery. It states:
“Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for
crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within
the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

(1868) The 14th Amendment says that all persons born or naturalized in the
United States are citizens and gives federal protection to individual rights. It
states:
“No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any
state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection
of the laws.”

It introduced the word “male” into the Constitution for the first time,
defining citizens as male.
“The Age of Iron” 1869
(LC-USZC2-1922)

(1870) The 15th Amendment receives final ratification, saying,
“The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”
By its text, women are not specifically excluded from the vote. The
reality, however, was different, leaving the issue of woman suffrage
to the states to decide.

1870
1871

Susan B. Anthony

Feb 4, 1871 “Women arguing the right to vote under the 15th
amendment.”
In 1872, Susan B. Anthony is arrested on the charge of illegal voting.

http://www.nwhm.org/Education/biog
raphy_sbanthony.html (Susan B. Anthony’s
1872

bibliography

Audio recording from But the Women Rose, Vol.1: Voices
of Women in American History

“Failure is Impossible.”
Susan B. Anthony
An Account of the Proceedings on the Trial of
Susan B. Anthony, on the charge of Illegal Voting
(LOC, Pg. 90)
Cobblestone, March 2009 (Berg 11-12)
Picture of Susan B. Anthony dressed as
Uncle Sam
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/historyofus/web09/featur
es/see_it_now/1870.0091.html

The archetype at the turn of the century was “The New Woman”
(often depicted riding a bike) Francis Willard, Lillian Russell and
both Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony in their old age
fell into this category.
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1893

“American Woman and her Political Peers,” 1893
by Henrietta Briggs-Wall

1895

1895 quote by Elizabeth Cady Stanton (Collins, 282):
“I fear you think the New Woman is going to wipe you
off the planet, but be not afraid. All who have mothers,
sisters, wives or sweethearts will be very well looked
after.”

Compare and contrast “The Apotheosis of
Washington” with “The Apotheosis of Suffrage.”
Discuss what the creators’ intentions were for each
image.

“The Apotheosis of Washington”
(1865)
1895
1898

“The New Woman” 1895
LC-USZC2-1227

“The Apotheosis of Suffrage”
(1898)
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1900

“The New Woman: Wash Day” 1901
LC-USZ62-75653on wash
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By 1900, every state had passed legislation granting married
women some control over their property and earnings.

Archetype: The Gibson Girl
(“The Weaker Sex” (1903) (Kitch, 43)

1903

1909

“Election Day” 1909 (LC-USZ62-51821)

1909

(Note: This poster is from ENGLAND, but Alice Paul spent time in
England at this time and brought back radical ideas, such as hunger
strikes, from the English suffragettes).

1910

“The Time of Her Life” (Aug. 5, 1909) (Kitch, 66)

http://nmc.loyola.edu/newmediajournal/current/arti
cle1.html
Destructive Women and Little Men: Masculinity, the New Woman, and
Power in 1910s Popular Media by Carolyn Kitch, Northwestern University
“During the 1910s, the final decade of the suffrage drive, women's social,
economic, and professional opportunities seemed to broaden dramatically at
the same time that political leaders and psychologists decried the
‘feminization’ of manhood. The spectre of a world in which domineering
women emasculated powerless men inspired a visual motif that ran
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“Man and Woman” from the New York Evening
World, 1910
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throughout popular culture: the pairing of large women and tiny men.”

1910
Feb. 13, 1913
“The March to Washington”
LC-USZ62-55985

(A play on the spirit of ’76 and Washington crossing the Delaware)
“Women’s Suffrage: Primary Source Set” Library of Congress. 20 Mar. 2010

March 3, 1913 “Liberty”
(LOC, 33) LC-USZ62-70382

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/pri
marysourcesets/womens-suffrage/
Play song, “Oh, Dear, What Can the Matter Be?”

1913

Useful Resource: Jackdaws “Women’s Suffrage” poster set
World War poster “The Greatest Mother in the World”
(Kitch, 118)

Alice Paul organized this parade: “According to the
Washington Post, twenty thousand people fought madly for
position near the Treasury Building to watch the allegorical
pageant on the ideals toward which women and men have
struggled through the ages… It is unlikely that the performers
recognized the irony in women dressing themselves as
abstract concepts and imitating the generic use of the female
figure so often portrayed by male artists.”
Women were recruited for the war effort. “The New Woman in
wartime was recast as a mother, an old role in which a woman's size
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1915

1916 “The Anti and the Snowball- Then and Now”
Fredrikke S. Palmer. From Agnes E. Ryan,
The Torch Bearer, page 58 (Boston: Woman’s
Journal and Suffrage News, 1916; JK1811,
N357 sec. 7:1, no. 20 NAWSA) Rare Book
and Special Collections Division
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and power were (temporarily) acceptable.”

Play the song, “The Rose of No-Man’s Land”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeannette_Rankin
On November 7, 1916 Jeannette Rankin was elected to the House of
Representatives as a Republican from Montana, becoming the first
female member of Congress. She introduced the constitutional
amendment for women’s suffrage to the House.

1915

World War poster by Howard Chandler Christy
“Gee!! I Wish I Were a Man” 1918
(Kitch, 114)

1916- Jeanette Rankin
This poster, designed to recruit men into World War I, depicts a
flirty woman in a man’s uniform, perhaps showcasing the gender
anxiety that preceded the war.

1916

Helena Hill Weed

Alice Paul with banner
“Women’s Suffrage: Primary Source Set” Library of Congress. 20 Mar. 2010

1917

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/pri
marysourcesets/womens-suffrage/
Women, such as Alice Paul, were arrested and imprisoned for
protesting outside of the White House.
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1918

http://www.nwhm.org/Education/biography_apaul.html
(Alice Paul’s biography)

1920s

Carrie Chapman Catt
(Replaced Susan B. Anthony as the leader of the NWSA
and advocated for a state by state campaign for suffrage)
Audio Recording

1920- The 19th Amendment (also known as the Susan B. Anthony
amendment) is ratified. It declares: “The right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of sex.”
http://www.nwhm.org/Education/clccatt.html
(Carrie Chapman Catt’s biography)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dPF0SGh_PQ
Sufferin’ Till Suffrage (School House Rock video on YouTube)
1976
http://www.schoolhouserock.tv/Sufferin.html
Lyrics to Sufferin’ Till Suffrage

Alice Paul
1920

(After spending time in England, Alice chaired the
National Woman’s Party. She preferred a more radical
approach, advocating for a constitutional amendment to
guarantee woman suffrage.)

1923- National Woman’s Party proposes the Equal Rights
Amendment (which has NOT been ratified): It stated:
“Men and women shall have equal rights throughout the United
States and in every place subject to its jurisdiction. Congress
shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.”

Alice Paul: National History Day Documentary 2009 (Made by high
school students) (10:00)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6UTpEXvneE
(This is an OUTSTANDING resource).

October 28, 1920 “Congratulations” (See also Life,
4 Sept. 1970)
http://www.the-forum.com/books/images/li102820.JPG
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Woman's Suffrage Centerfold: The Deacon Has Been Swapping
Again by Victor C. Anderson.
Image of Life magazine (see also page 31 of Rossi)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dPF0SGh_PQ
Sufferin Till Sufferage (School House Rock video on YouTube)
1976

1920

Life cover: Congratulations by Charles
Dana Gibson
“The sky is now her limit” "New York Times,
Current History," a monthly magazine, October,
1920

After World War I (and after women gained the right to vote)
women’s desire to have fun again was reflected in the flapper image,
the opposite of the studious, serious, often single women that fought
for suffrage.
Flappers

1920s

(Kitch, 122) “Held’s flapper was a cartoon, a caricature of the New
woman who was neither sophisticated nor smart; instead, she was
self-absorbed and silly. She was flat-chested and skinny, made up
mainly of arms and legs, and sometimes she had an equally
ridiculous-looking male in tow. … She was a joke…”

Flapper May 19, 1927
(Kitch, 134)

See John Held’s magazine covers
http://www.heraldsquarehotel.com/JohnHeldJr_cvrs.htm
Roaring Twenties Flappers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3svvCj4yhYc (Flappers) 10:00

1927

In 1920, when women went to the polls across the nation for the first
time, they made up an estimated one-third of voters, but many
women dropped out of the politics altogether in the late twenties.
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The Great Depression starts, lasting from 1929 until 1941

In the 1920s, only one in ten women kept their jobs after marriage.

1930s

Amelia Earhart becomes the first woman to fly solo
across the Atlantic.

1932- The National Recovery Act forbids more than one family
member from holding a government job, resulting in many
women losing their jobs.
During the Great Depression (1929-1941) the marriage rate dropped.
Magazines once again ran articles about women who found
happiness in life without a husband.

1932

Many married women were forced to give up their jobs.
MyTwist: Married to the Media: Amelia Earhart (1930-1937)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nka1C2HdS_M&feature=related
(Amelia Earhart) 10:07

“Migrant Mother” 1936
Dorothea Lange (photographer)

(1932) Betty Boop for President ( 6:29)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFPVCfQ7uxM&feature=PlayLis
t&p=63AD37624B5115F2&playnext_from=PL&playnext=1&index
=13
Snow White Cleans the House (10:32)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN1BegE3QR0

1936
Migrant Mother explanation
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/awhhtml/awpnp6/migrant_mother.ht
ml

Eleanor Roosevelt (first lady and humanitarian)
with Marian Anderson
http://newdeal.feri.org/library/k16.htm
Eleanor Roosevelt biography
http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/first_ladies/eleanorroosevelt/

1939
Eleanor Roosevelt quotes
http://womenshistory.about.com/cs/quotes/a/qu_e_roosevelt.htm
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1940s

Norman Rockwell’s Image
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Women were again invited into nontraditional jobs in order to
support the war effort.
“Rosie the Riveter” sing-along (2:20)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CQ0M0wx00s

1943

http://www.archive.org/details/Conquerb1943
Conquer the Clock footage

http://www.aagpbl.org/league/history.cfm

“Rosie the Riveter” by J. Howard Miller, 1944

1943- Formed during World War II when almost
half of the nation's major leaguers entered Military service, the All-American
Girls Professional Baseball League was an instant success and drew 176,000
rapid fans during the first season.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4v7dd2KB-k
1944
The American, 1945

Lyrics for “Rosie the Riveter Song”
http://www.womeninwwii.com/homefront/ros
ietherivetersong.asp

Library of Congress webcast about Rosie the
Riveter: Journeys and Crossings
http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/journey/rosie.
html

“Wonder Woman for President” 1947

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GarCzR_6Ng&NR=1
Rosie the Riveters of World War II (6:20)

1947

1947
http://hoodedutilitarian.blogspot.com/2009/05/bound-to-blogwonder-woman-7.html
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LOC pg. 65 (Wonder Woman comic from 1947 “Wonder
Women of History”)

http://userpages.aug.com/captbarb/WACMUSE.ht
ml

When the men came home from the war, the women were asked to
go back home.

http://www.thefedoralounge.com/showthread.php?t=27721
This site has an image called “The Good Wife’s Guide” which looks
like a 50s magazine. This document, while illustrative, may not be
authentic.
Many women were entering the work force, but most were in jobs
that were considered to be “women’s work.”

“Good” Housewife

“The WAC who shares your army life will make a
better post-war wife.”

1950s

1953

I Love Lucy (1953) depicted a stereotypical, bored
housewife who always gets into trouble when she
tries to enter the world of work (Lucy, Lucy,
Lucy).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wp3m1v
g06Q

Between 1950 and 1960, women earned just over half of what
men earned.
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Rosa Parks’ arrest started the Montgomery Bus
Boycott of the Civil Rights movement, which
ultimately led to the passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.

1955

Marilyn Monroe

June Cleaver (fictional)
Marilyn Monroe (1955) in the film, The Seven-Year Itch, presented
the stereotype of woman as a sexy starlet.
Marilyn Monroe Subway Scene (2:18)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yX4IjBg-XM&feature=related

1960s

Jackie Kennedy
(National First Ladies Library website)

1963

1964

Betty Friedan inspired women to have a say in their politics and
career with the publishing of The Feminine Mystique in 1963.
1962
A group of women known as the Mercury 13 trained to become the
first female astronauts. Vice President Johnson was not in favor.
See Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to Dream, (Stone,
2009)
Mercury 13- The Secret Astronauts (Part 1) (9:59)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWySNMbGz0w

1963- The Equal Pay Act is passed by Congress, promising
equitable wages for the same work, regardless of the race, color,
religion, national origin or sex of the worker.
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After John F. Kennedy’s assassination, the country enters
a new era. The Vietnam War, Civil Rights Movement,
and antiwar demonstrations were in full swing.

In the 1960s, women took advantage of the revolutionary
climate created by the civil rights movement to fight for
their own civil rights.

1966

Betty Friedan created the National
Organization for Women (NOW)
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1964- Title VII of the Civil Rights Act passes including a
prohibition against employment discrimination on the basis or
race, color, religion, national origin, or sex.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act made it illegal for employers to
discriminate against someone because of his or her race or sex. It
was a victory for people of color and for white women. The Equal
Opportunity Employment Commission was created to enforce this
law, and their failure to do so inspired the creation of the National
Organization for Women (NOW).
(Mary Poppins “Sister Suffragette” Sing Along) (1964) SATIRE
th
on early 19 century suffragettes provides a window into 1964
attitudes toward women’s roles.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUhwA-C-ACg

1968

“Freedom Trash Can”- Women protesting the 1968 Miss America pageant
were stereotyped as “bra burners” even though no bras were burned. The
phrase “burning their bras” came to be stereotypically associated with the
Women’s Rights movement.

Gloria Steinem & Dorothy Pitman Hughes (1970) photo
by Dan
Wynn

Despite the Equal Pay Act of 1963, women in 1970 were paid
about 45 percent less than men for the same jobs.
The United States Supreme Court found sexually discriminatory
laws to be illegal for the first time in the early 1970s. Before that
time, discrimination against women was not only legal but also
considered reasonable by many people.

1970s

Bella Abzug campaigning for Congress in 1970
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1970
September 4, 1970 (50th anniversary of 19th
Amendment’s passage)

In 1971, Representative Bella Abzug introduced a
joint resolution of Congress designating August 26
of each year as Women's Equality Day. She hoped
that the day would commemorate women's hardfought right to vote. The resolution also gave
authority to the president to issue an annual
proclamation commemorating the 19th
Amendment.

1971

1972

1972- After years of debate, the Equal Rights Amendment was
passed by Congress and sent to the states for ratification. Congress
required that the ERA be ratified within seven years. It failed to
meet the March 22, 1979 deadline. Congress voted to extend it until
June 30, 1982.

1972- Title IX of the Education Amendments prohibits sex
discrimination in all aspects of education programs that receive
federal support.
Gloria Steinem, Betty Freidan, Shirley Chisholm,
and Bella Abzug were women’s rights leaders of
the 1960s and 1970s (Photo 1972)

The Susan B. Anthony dollar is issued. It’s the
first circulated coin with a woman on it.

1979

1971- The U.S. Supreme Court outlaws the practice of private
employers refusing to hire women with pre-school children.

Title IX states that "No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to
discrimination under any educational programs or activity receiving federal
financial assistance." Title IX has resulted in more women participating in
sports programs.

1972- Gloria Steinem founds Ms. magazine
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Play “Wonder Woman” theme song
Wonder Woman spin (1970s)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVLJcBsD__E
Wonder Woman tiara as boomerang
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qahSU4RYblY&feature=related

1980
1981

1982

1983

Sandra Day O’Connor became the first
woman justice of the Supreme Court.
(July 20, 1981)

In 1980, President Jimmy Carter issued a Presidential Proclamation
declaring the week of March 8th as the first National Women’s History
Week, which in 1987 became National Women’s History Month.

In 1982, the Equal Rights Amendment
fell short three votes and didn’t meet the
deadline for ratification. Those opposed
to the ERA say that the Fourteenth
Amendment already ensures equal
treatment for men and women under the
law, and an additional amendment is
unnecessary. People who support the
ERA say that the amendment would help
women to win legal battles against
discrimination.

Map image available:
http://www.thelizlibrary.org/suffrage/eracom.htm

In 1983, Sally Ride becomes the first
American female astronaut in space.
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1984
In 1984, Geraldine Ferraro becomes a
mainstream vice presidential running
mate.

Despite the Equal Pay Act of 1963, women in 1988 still earned
about 32 percent less than men for doing the same jobs.

Shoulder pads= dressing like a man= dressing for success
(Oprah Winfrey)

1988

1990s

Janet Reno become the first female U.S. Attorney
General
Madeline Albright become the first female U.S.
Secretary of State, the highest ranking woman Ever
in U.S. Government

1992 was dubbed the “Year of the Woman” after record numbers of
women went to the polls in support of female candidates and
women’s issues. The result was that historic numbers of women
were propelled into political office.

“It will not be the year of the woman until we have half of the House
and half of the Senate and a president once in a while.”
Gloria Steinem

1992
2000
2004

Year of the Woman
Start of the 21st Century

Despite the Equal Pay Act of 1963, women in 2000 earned about
73 cents to a man's dollar.

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s biography
http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/first_ladies/hillaryclinton/

(Educator DISCRETION is strongly advised)
Hillary Clinton Nutcracker.com
http://www.contexts.org

2009

Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act on January 29, 2009 (signed by
President Obama)
In the year 2009, women earned (on average) 78 cents to every
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man’s dollar.
http://www.ratifyeraflorida.net/
See YouTube video of Obama’s speech after signing the Lilly
Ledbetter Fair Pay Act!!!!

Nanci Pelosi (first female Speaker of the House)
Michelle Obama becomes the first African
American first lady.

Sonia Sotomayor appointed to U.S. Supreme Court

